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Lab Schedule
Date

Lab Title

OpenStax Chapters

Aug. 21–23

Intro to Labs and Uncertainty; Survey

Aug. 28–30

Representations of Motion (Tutorial)

Ch. 2

Motion along a Straight Line
Sept. 4–6

Free Fall

Ch. 2

Sept. 11—13

Adding Forces with a Force Table

Ch. 3

Sept. 18–20

Projectile Motion

Ch. 3

Sept. 25–27

Newton’s Second Law

Ch. 4

Oct. 2–4

Simple Pendulum

Ch. 1

Oct. 9–11

Newton’s Third Law, Impulse and Momentum

Ch. 4,8

Oct. 16–18

Work and Energy

Ch. 7

Oct. 23–25

Ballistic Pendulum

Ch. 8

Oct. 30–Nov. 1

Mechanics Survey; Buoyancy

Ch. 11

Nov. 6–8

No Labs

Nov. 13–15

Vibrating Strings

Nov. 20–22

No Labs (Thanksgiving Break)

Nov. 27–29

Spring-Mass Oscillations

Dec. 4–6

Lab Exam

Dec. 11–13

No Labs (Finals Week)

Ch. 16

Ch. 16

Lab rooms may change from week to week. Consult the bulletin boards across the halls from
the elevators on the second, third, or fourth floors of Webster Physical Sciences Building for
the latest lab room information.
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In your physics lab, you will be expected to:
• Apply physics in a variety of physical settings.
• Build simple mathematical models.
• Design experiments.
• Document your experimental work, results, and data analysis in lab notes and notebooks.
• Evaluate and compare results using uncertainties.
• Employ representative software packages for data collection and analysis.
• Communicate your work in writing (short and long formal assignments).

Student responsibilities
• Read the syllabus. The regulations/guidelines in this syllabus take precedence over any oral
commitments that may be made. The lab director is responsible for the final interpretation
of these policies.
• Arrive at your lab on time. Note that the lab rooms change from week to week. The room
schedules are posted on the bulletin boards across from the elevators on the second, third
and fourth floors of Webster Hall.
• Perform all labs and the lab exam. If you miss or expect to miss a lab due to sickness or
another valid reason, refer to the Requests for Make-Up Laboratories section of this syllabus
about arranging a make-up laboratory.
• Make sure that all submitted work is your own. Academic dishonesty is not tolerated and is
grounds for failing the course. We are aware of work posted to various internet repositories
and held at some greek life locations, and actively screen for material derivative of these
items.
v
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LAB SYLLABUS
• Before each lab, read the lab manual and related course material, particularly if the material
has not already been covered in lecture. Chapters in the freely available OpenStax textbook
are referenced for further investigation, YouTube MOOC offerings can also help get you up
to speed.
• Bring your lab manual, calculator, pen and pencil, lab notebook, and scratch paper to lab
each week.
• Come prepared to perform mathematical calculations based on the level of math appropriate
for the course. This includes algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. For Physics 201 and 202,
calculus is also required. All labs also conduct statistical work, which is not covered in any
prerequisite courses for these labs. Students may wish to utilize Khan Academy or other
resources for help with statistics.
• Do not bring food, tobacco, or beverages into a lab room.

Final lab grades
Lab and Lecture components of this four credit course are only loosely linked. Due to the open
ended nature of scientific investigation, the Lab component is evaluated on a Pass/Fail basis. Final
grade for the course will be determined completely by performance in Lecture activities. However,
a failure of either the Lab or the Lecture will count as a failure of both, and each component will
need to be re-taken if the student desires a passing grade.
A passing score in the Lab is obtained by adequate performance on the Lab Exam at the end of the
semester. This exam is comprised of various smaller measurements and analysis activities which
closely align to those performed each week. A student who has been actively participating in each
experiment, taken adequate notes in their Lab Notebook, and paid close attention to TA feedback
on regularly submitted work should easily clear the passing benchmark. Submission of a formal
lab report which meets all criteria for excellence in student work can offset performance on the lab
exam for those students who prefer a less time intensive evaluation of capability.
Lab assignments include (1) lab notes recording during lab, (2) complete or partial formal reports
of laboratory work; and (3) tutorials and quizzes performed during lab. Although each lab partner
in a group will report the same data, your data analysis, discussion of results, and conclusions must
be your own. For more information regarding lab notes and reports, refer to the “Lab Notes and
Reports” section immediately following the syllabus. All work must be submitted within one week
to obtain feedback from the TA.
All laboratory exercises are important. Each student must complete all of the labs in a given
semester.
The lab exams are administered during Closed Week, in your regularly scheduled laboratory. The
exam may include any experimental techniques, methods of data analysis, and/or concepts covered
during the semester. You may refer to your evaluated lab work for the current semester and the
lab manual during the exam. You may not refer to the textbooks or other references. Work on the
exam is individual (no lab partners). Bring your calculator.
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Questions regarding feedback on lab assignments need to be discussed with your teaching assistant
within two weeks of receiving the evaluated material (earlier at the end of the semester). Final lab
assessments (pass/fail) will be posted on Blackboard during Finals Week. The lab evaluation is
submitted to your instructor Friday morning of Final Exam week. Errors that affect your physics
course grade will be corrected after final grades are submitted to the Registrar, if necessary.

Assignment submission policies
Regular assignments are normally due at the beginning of the next lab session. All work must be
submitted to your laboratory teaching assistant by Tuesday, the day of the lab exam.
If you have reason to believe that an assignment that you submitted has been lost, report it immediately to your teaching assistant.
Some assignments and tutorials will be completed during the lab period and are due before you
leave the room. Your teaching assistant in your lab will let you know when this is the case.

Requests for make up laboratories
Do not attend lab if you are ill with something contagious. When you are well enough to attend,
contact your teaching assistant and arrange for a make up laboratory. Laboratories must be made
up within one week of return to academic status.
If you expect to miss your regularly scheduled lab to attend a university-approved activity, you are
also expected to make up the missed laboratory. University-approved activities include music and
athletic events in which you perform and Common Morning/Evening Exams. The official list of
Common Morning/Evening Exams is posted at http://registrar.schedule.wsu.edu/common-exams/.
Make up laboratories for scheduled absences must be requested the week before the scheduled
absence. Make up space is limited, and may not be available if you request a make up lab later.
If you fail to request a make up lab the week before a block exam, please request a make up
exam.
To schedule a make up laboratory, contact the lab director at physics.labs@wsu.edu. Your request
should include your name, your course catalog number (Physics 101, 102, 201, 202, etc.), your
regular lab section number, your teaching assistant’s name, the name of the missing lab (e.g.,
Buoyancy), the reason why the lab is being missed, and your e-mail address. You must also indicate
when you might be available to make up the lab. Make up labs are usually offered during other
sections of the same lab, but sometimes in another course. Make up labs are available on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays only. All make up labs must be approved by the lab director.
Except for the last lab of the semester, make-up work must be submitted to the laboratory teaching
assistants before Monday of Closed Week to be considered for credit. The physics labs close
Friday before Closed Week to prepare for lab exams. Make-up labs are not scheduled during
Closed Week. Make up labs for the last lab of the semester can sometimes be scheduled during
Finals Week. The lab exam, administered during Closed Week, cannot normally be made up after
Closed Week.
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Student conduct
“Washington State University, a community dedicated to the advancement of knowledge, expects
all students to behave in a manner consistent with its high standards of scholarship and conduct.
Students are expected to uphold these standards both on and off campus and acknowledge the
University’s authority to take disciplinary action. The purpose of these standards and processes is
to educate students and protect the welfare of the community.”—Quoted from the Preamble to the
Washington State University Standards of Conduct for Students (http://cacd.wsu.edu/media/211772/201415 Student Handbook.pdf).
A partial list of prohibited conduct appears in Washington Administrative Code (WAC) Section
504-26 (http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=504-26). Of special importance to the laboratories is the false reporting of data, experiment results, information, or procedures. Reporting data acquired by others (including your lab partner if you did not contribute) or in previous
semesters is academically dishonest. Fabrication of results, information, or procedures, and sabotaging other students’ work is also prohibited. Likewise, sharing information about the end-ofsemester lab exam with students yet to take the exam is prohibited. Violations of this policy will
affect your lab grade and may be reported to the Student Conduct Committee as instances of academic dishonesty.
Students are expected to avoid behavior that unnecessarily interferes with the learning of other
students. We expect students to be on time to labs and lab exams and to mute their cell phones
for the duration. The concepts of physics are subtle, and even the most intelligent students make
mistakes. In this environment, it is important that students be willing to ask questions if they don’t
understand what their lab partners say or do. To this end, we require that students and teaching
assistants alike avoid behavior that discourages communication. This includes threats and insults.
Students who repeatedly disrupt lab may be directed to leave the room and may receive a zero
grade for that week’s lab.

Disability accommodations
Reasonable accommodations are available for students with documented disabilities. If you have a
disability and need accommodations to fully participate in the lecture or lab, call or visit the Access
Center in the Washington Building, Room 217 (Phone: 335-3417, e-mail: Access.Center@wsu.edu,
URL: http://accesscenter.wsu.edu/ ). All accommodations must be approved through the Access
Center. Notify both your lecture instructor and the lab director during the first week of lecture
concerning any approved accommodations. Late notification may cause the requested accommodations to be unavailable.

Safety resources
General information on campus safety is posted at http://safetyplan.wsu.edu/—the Campus Safety
Plan. Information on how to prepare for potential emergencies is posted on the Office of Emergency Management web site (http://oem.wsu.edu/). Safety alerts and weather warnings are posted
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promptly at the WSU Alerts site (http://alert.wsu.edu/). Urgent warnings that apply to the entire University community will also be broadcast using the Campus Outdoor Warning System
(speakers mounted on Holland Library and other buildings) and the Crisis Communication System (e-mail, phone, cell phone). For this purpose, it is important to keep your emergency contact information up to date on the zzusis system. To enter or update this information, click the
“Update Now!” link in the “Pullman Emergency Information” box on your zzusis home page
(http://zzusis.wsu.edu/).
Safety information that applies to the laboratories appears in the Lab Manual. Your teaching assistant will also present any safety information that applies to the current laboratory at the beginning
of the laboratory. Students are expected to conduct themselves responsibly and take no unnecessary risks in the course of their work. Students who disobey the safety instructions of the teaching
assistant will be directed to leave the room. All accidents and injuries must be reported promptly
to your teaching assistant.
In case the fire alarm sounds, leave the building promptly in an orderly fashion. If you are not
on a ground floor, use the stairs. Do not use the elevator. After exiting the building, gather at the
basketball court behind Waller Hall (down the hill, south of Webster Hall) with the other members
of your lab. A representative of the Department of Physics and Astronomy will tell you when it is
safe to re-enter the building. If this does not happen before the end of the lab period, you are free
to leave for your next class.

Possible changes
The lab director reserves the right correct errors in the syllabus and to modify lab schedules and
room assignments.
The lab director has delegated some authority to modify assignments and due dates to your teaching
assistant. This helps ensure that your are graded according the criteria stated during your lab
meeting.
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Lab Notes and Reports
Written communication of laboratory work
Records of real research laboratory work take at least two forms. Continual informal notes taken
as work happens for posterity, and formal documentation which is intended for publication to a
broader technical community to convery findings or encourage collaboration.
For legal and reference purposes, the primary record of lab work is maintained in a lab notebook.
To count as a legally binding document (sometimes used as the basis for establishing ownership of
patents), lab notebooks must convey a sense of unaltered accounting of chronological events. To
be practical and functional to the researcher, lab notebooks must contain all information needed
for a scientist to replicate their own work decades later if needed.
Lab work is summarized in technical reports. These reports communicate your main results and
omit many details recorded in your lab notebook. Because the preparation of proper lab reports
require considerable time and effort, we will not require a complete lab report for each laboratory.
For many labs, we will ask that you submit a well written, partial report, where you focus on
particular communication tasks. A full formal report is often comprised of six distinct sections:
An introduction which conveys the intention and value of the work, a background section which
frames the work in terms of work by others in the past, a methods section which briefly conveys
the details of the work, a data section which conveys the results of experimentation without much
analysis by the author, an analysis section which states the author’s translation of the data, and a
conclusion section to summarize the findings and once more frame the study within the broader
academic field, as well as speculate on future work which can be done.
These two forms of communication employ different standards that can be only partially implemented in an instructional lab. What we require is described below.

Lab notes—official record of attendance and work performed
Lab notes include the notes you make before, during, and after performing an experiment. For
grading purposes, we require that you use a commercial notebook with index pages at the front
and numbered, carbonless copy pages for notes. Many introductory chemistry laboratories use
suitable notebooks. If your chemistry notebook is otherwise suitable and has blank pages left, you
are free to use it for this course. At the end of each laboratory, you will submit the copy pages from
your notebook to your teaching assistant. You will submit the copies for any work you do outside
xi
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of class with the rest of the lab assignment. You will retain the original copies for your record and
study. When you fill up one notebook, you are expected to purchase another.
Although neatness is important, the content of your lab notes is the main criterion for grading.
Lab notes should be sufficiently legible to make it easy for you and others to read and understand
exactly what you did. You must be able to communicate the procedures used and the results of your
experiment in a coherent, organized way to receive a good grade. Remember the key requirement:
Have enough details that you could set up the exact same experiment again in the future if required.
This includes being able to select the proper equipment from our storage rooms, arrange it all on
the table, and then get the precise arrangement you used for the specific trial in question.
With the exception of computer-generated graphs and tables printed during lab, lab notes must be
handwritten in pen. Although lab notes are not formal documents, in real life they are legal records.
Any attempt to remove information from the record after the fact destroys this value and is usually
considered scientific misconduct. If you decide that any original data or notes are in error, put a
single “X” through it, make short note in the margin explaining why it is in error, then record the
new information in a new entry. Both sets of data must be legible in your lab notes. Your grade
will not lowered by including these “false starts.” This practice conforms to standard scientific and
engineering practice. You are free to work through any derivations that should appear in your lab
notes on scratch paper before entering them in your lab notebook.
Each entry in your lab notebook should start with the current date and time in the left margin. You
will often be able to work on your lab notes at home after lab; these entries must also begin with
the current date and time (the time of writing, not the time of the lab). Your lab notes must be
recorded at the same time the work is performed. That is, notes about experiment details must
be made during the course of the experiment. Notes about data analysis must be made when you
analyze the data. Notes about conclusions should be made when you are prepared to conclude.
Notes made after the fact are not valid records. If you rewrite or type your notes, understand that
your original notes are the official record, not the rewritten notes. All your original notes must
submitted in order to receive a grade for laboratory work.
Unlike lab reports, lab notes normally do not have formal sections. While it is especially important
to include procedures, each step of your procedure is recorded as you actually perform it. You
should have no procedures section. Likewise you should record your data as you take the data.
There is no data section. If you print a graph or data table in lab, staple it with your other notes
as close as possible to the handwritten notes that describe the data and how it was collected. Do
not collect your computer printouts at the end. Your notes should be submitted in chronological
order.
Your lab notes must be sufficiently detailed that you or another student with your background can
reproduce your work. The reader must be able to “trace” your work from the original data, through
your analysis, to your conclusions. Your notes should leave no doubt about how the data were
collected, what sensor settings were used (if any), and which equations were used to calculate the
quantities you report. Define any symbols used in your equations and include appropriate units for
numerical data. Sample calculations are often necessary.
Each graph printed during lab should fill a full sheet of paper to allow room for notes. In some
cases it is useful to display computer-generated graphs, for example, showing position, velocity,
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and acceleration as functions of time, on the same page to facilitate comparison between the graphs.
Computer-generated graphs should normally be printed in the “landscape” (rather than “portrait”)
mode. Landscape mode will print the x-axis along the longer dimension of the paper and thus
makes most graphs about 50% larger. All graphs must have a descriptive title that indicates what is
being graphed. (“Graph 1” or “Exercise 1” is not sufficient.) Labels and units are required for both
the x- and y-axes. If you are asked to draw a “curve” through your data points, this should always
be a best-fit curve (for example, a straight line if appropriate) that best represents your data. Bestfit lines can be drawn by eyeball and a ruler, or with the help of the computer. If you are asked to
calculate the slope (or perform other analysis) of the graph by hand, show the results of this analysis
directly on the graph, clearly identifying which points are being used to calculate the desired
quantities. When a computer-generated best fit curve is displayed on a graph, the resulting equation
(with parameters and uncertainties) should also be written on the graph. This allows the reader to
evaluate the curve fit results without referring back to the text. Refer to the “Uncertainty/Graphical
Analysis Supplement” near the back of your lab manual for more information about using graphs
to find mathematical relationships between graphed quantities.
At the end of the semester, you will take a lab exam in which part of a few selected experiments are
to be reproduced—usually with a small change. You will be free to refer to your lab notes during
the exam. The exam can be relatively easy if your notes are complete. In the exam, remember that
we are grading for proper approach, thought, and technique. Not for "accurate results" specifically
(though most experiments are set up for you with great care, and should come out with accurate
results if you perform the experiment correctly).
Keeping good records during lab takes time, and it is virtually impossible using formal English,
with complete sentences and paragraphs. Record your actions and data in the most clear, efficient
way possible. Use phrases instead of sentences. Annotated diagrams—simple sketches with the
parts labeled and notes—can save time and be more clear. Descriptive titles for graphs and table
columns are important. If an equation is used to describe the data in a graph, write the equatstressedion on the graph. Putting it elsewhere usually requires additional text.

Lab reports—formal communication with peers
Although lab notebooks are the primary records of lab work, they are poor communication devices.
Experimental results are usually communicated in technical reports. Unlike lab notes, these reports
omit most “historical” aspects of the work: false starts are omitted. While one often reports the
manufacturer and model number for important pieces of equipment, operational details are usually
omitted. (The operational details must be recorded in your lab notes.) While lab notes often
include derivations, technical reports normally include only the result. As communication devices,
we expect lab reports to conform to the standards of formal written English, with appropriate word
choice, grammar, and structure.
Because writing formal lab reports is time consuming, an entire report will not be required for
each lab. Rather, most labs will focus on one part of an entire report—perhaps an introduction or
an experiment section. If the teaching assistant believes a submission is inadequate, the teaching
assistant may require that it be rewritten and resubmitted for partial credit. For final evaluation, we
will require a complete, formal report to showcase the best of your ability. The deadline for the
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submission of complete reports will be at least a week after the lab is performed. Your teaching
assistant will inform you of the report requirements on a week by week basis.
Lab reports (partial or complete) must be typewritten or printed from a text editor, using the format
specified in the “Formal Lab Report Instructions” supplement near the back of the lab manual. You
will have the original copies of your lab notes home to use in preparing your report. Carbon copies
of all relevant lab notes must be submitted to your teaching assistant for credit. Failure to turn
in lab notebook copies of work done during the lab and at home will normally result in no credit
for the report. We expect that statements in your report (partial or complete) are supported by
the data and analysis in your lab notes. Omissions and gaps in logic, when observed, will require
rework.

Special requirements for lab assignments
Cover Page
A cover page is required for every submission. It must include:
• The title of the experiment
• Your name and student ID number
• The name of your lab partner
• The date that the lab was performed
• The name of your teaching assistant
• The course and lab section numbers (for example, Physics 101, Lab Section 5)
Nothing else should appear on this page. Lab reports that are submitted in the wrong slot or are
otherwise misplaced take much longer to reach your teaching assistant if the information on the
cover page is incorrect or incomplete. Work submitted during lab may not require a cover page.
Please ask your teaching assistant if you are not sure.
Uncertainty analysis
Many experiments involve a quantitative comparison between values of the same quantity determined by two or more distinct methods. When you compare two values, you must address the
question of whether or not they agree within the limits of the expected or measured uncertainties. Methods of uncertainty analysis will be introduced as appropriate throughout the semester
for Physics 101 and 201 students. As the semester progresses, you will need to make decisions
by yourself on appropriate methods for calculating the uncertainties in your various measured and
calculated quantities. Physics 102 and 202 students are expected to be aware of all the uncertainty
methods learned in Physics 101 and 201, respectively, and to use them appropriately. The Uncertainty/ Graphical Analysis Supplement near the back of your lab manual defines important quantities, such as the standard deviation, and supplies details about determining uncertainties
Students are highly encouraged to make use of Khan Academy as a resource to familiarize themselves with basic statistics. This branch of math does use relatively basic mathematical techniques,
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but has nuance which can catch a new practitioner unaware. Since there is not a statistics prerequisite for the course, it is expected that many students will lack experience with these techniques. However, the value of statistical analysis in scientific research is immense.
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Lab 1. Introduction to Labs and Uncertainty
Goals
• Familiarize people with software to be used in the semester
• A brief overview of math to be used in this course

Introduction
For whatever reason you came to College, you are now here and you should make the best of the
time you have. If you are not aware yet, College has a purpose, and it is not to dump a bunch of
facts on you and hope that some stick. If you want a fact-dump, save your tuition money and spend
some time on YouTube, Wikipedia, or Google. College is a chance to use the expertise, time, and
resources of the school to gain as much experience and exposure as possible.
The resources you will use this year are unlikely to match many resources you will have available
in the future. Photogates and other sensors we utilize just do not come up that often. However, the
experience that this lab sequence is providing you with is invaluable, if approached from the right
mindset. We are trying to teach you how to support an argument with data. If you want to convince
your boss that having the company provide you with a reserved parking space right outside the door
will increase profits, you can do that using the data gathering and numerical analysis techniques
we teach you in this class, assuming it is true at least.
Focus on this goal in every lab experiment this semester: Use your equipment properly, know the
limitations of the equipment, take careful data, and use that data to support a conclusion. Do not
get distracted by the minutia along the way.

Software
The two primary software tools used in these labs are Capstone, which runs the data acquisition
and sensors for many labs, and Excel, which allows you to analyze and manipulate data sets.

Capstone
A lot of what you need to know in Capstone is how to set up the specific sensors being used for
the week. We will cover new sensors as they are introduced. For now, the important thing that will
1
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be used every time is how to display the data from the sensors on the screen so that you can record
and later analyze the measurements from each sensor.
When you launch Capstone, it loads with a few template options available to click on, shown in
Figure 1.1. It is uncommon that one of these templates is precisely what you want to use, but the
first three options may occasionally suffice.

Figure 1.1. From left to right, 1) A table with graph, 2) A graph with two digital displays, and 3)
two digital displays.
When you want to have a more specific layout, you will be looking at the sidebar on the far right
as in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. The primary options of interest in Capstone Displays toolbar
To use one of these displays, you will drag the icon to the center panel of the screen and release.
Once you have the display element on screen, all that is left is to assign labels and data. Somewhere, you will see Figure 1.3 inside the display element. Click on that to get a menu, where you
can select which data you want to use.

Figure 1.3. Click on this to get a dropdown and assign data to a display element.
Note that on a Graph display, you will have two places to assign data, one set of data per axis, as
well as a spot in the lower left to assign a Title to your Graph, shown in Figure 1.4.
A few buttons along the top of your graph can be of great use. Looking at Figure 1.5, button a
will auto-scale your display to zoom as far in as possible while still getting all data in view, button
b will insert a selected best fit line, button c will add a coordinate reading tool (useful for finding
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Figure 1.4. Always set a Title on your Graphs to help your reader.

(a) Autoscale data

(b) Apply a Best Fit (c) Use Coordinates (d) Add another set
Tool
of data on the Y Axis
Line

Figure 1.5. Various options at the top of a graph display.

specific values along the graph), and button d will let you place multiple data sets along the Y axis
(useful for overlapping graphs to make comparisons).

On page 75 there is a decription on how to use DataStudio, the precursor to Capstone. Most of that
information remains relevant and can be of use in the new software as well.

Excel

Microsoft Excel has quite a large suite of tools available for working with data. Since there are no
prerequisite courses for this lab which have trained students to use Excel, experience levels will
vary heavily. So the precise elements of Excel which will be required of students are based on
what the Teaching Assistant desires to spend time teaching.

Whether by Excel or another program, you will need to produce graphs and perform calculations
in the course. It is ideal to use whichever tools your Teaching Assistant is supporting, but in case
you are incapable of making a graph in any other manner, this manual will present instructions for
doing so in Excel.

4
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First, enter your data into Excel. Remember to
take the time to place labels (including units) so
you can make sense of the data at a later time.

Now, select your data which you want to graph,
and go to Insert->Scatter Plot.

Excel will place a title on your graph, often taking one of the labels from your data. This is rarely
what you want the title to be, so change the title by double clicking on it. Then simply type in an
appropriate title.

5

You should include labels for the axis in every graph so that a reader can understand the
data without any other input. To add axis labels, click on the graph anywhere, and three
options will show along the upper right of the
graph area, click the + icon, and check the box
for "Axis Titles"
Figure 1.6. Enable Axis Labels, and then set
the labels appropriately (include units!).

In that same menu area where you enabled Axis
Titles, you can also enable Error Bars and Legend. Excel will automatically calculate Error
bars using standard deviation, which is often
acceptable but you can change the error bars if
a different calculation is desired for the experiment. However, Excel will also add horizontal
error bars, which are meaningless in most experiments, and so you need to hide those. If
you expand the options next to Error Bars, you
will be able to choose "More Options..."

6
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By default, it opens up showing the options for
the Horizontal Error Bars, which is what we
want to eliminate. Enable the "Fixed Value"
for Error Amount, and set the value to 0. Also
select "No Cap" for End Style.

You should now have a graph which is acceptable for most data display requirements.

Figure 1.7. An acceptable graph for most display requirements.
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In some cases you will also be required to include a best fit line. This is available from the
"Add Chart Element" dropdown, under "Trendline." The choice of Linear or Exponential is
typically all you need to know, and it is determined by knowing what kind of data you expected to be measuring.

If you double click on the Trendline, you can find an option to add the equation to your graph. This
and adding a legend when graphing more than one data set can help improve your graph’s ability
to communicate information.
Page 83 contains further notes regarding Excel, and goes into detail which may be beyond what
your teaching assistant requires for the semester if they have another software package they prefer
to use.

Math Requirements
In manipulating equations, a great deal of algebra is required. If you are not comfortable with rearranging equations then you need to start practicing immediately. Attempting to memorize every
re-arranged varation of every equation will quickly overwhelm you with pointless memorization,
and make it impossible to see how the basic physical principle work.
To analyze your data, you will constantly be using statistical analysis. This branch of mathematics
is unlikely to have been covered for any student previously, though it is of use to everyone at some
point in their life.
The precise level of knowledge which is required will vary slightly from section to section. Most
of this first week will be devoted to your teaching assistant giving you a rough primer on the math
and statistics you will need this semester.
In addition to the instructions from your teaching assistant, I urge all students to practice and refine
their skills by using the resources available from Khan Academy.
There is a lengthy presentation about Uncertainty on page 67.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO LABS AND UNCERTAINTY
Before you leave the lab please:
Straighten up your lab station.
Report any problems or suggest improvements to your TA.

Lab 2. Motion in a Straight Line
Goals
• To understand how position, velocity, and acceleration are related.
• To understand how to interpret the signed (+,–) of velocity and acceleration.
• To understand how the acceleration of an object behaves when the direction of the object’s
motion reverses.

Introduction
What concepts are required to describe motion? Certainly position comes to mind, but is that
enough? Hardly. We often wish to know how long it takes to move from one point to another. The
concept of velocity allow us to describe position in terms of this time. For motion along a straight
line during a very small time interval, velocity is defined as:
velocity = displacement/(time interval) — or symbolically, v = ∆x/∆t)
Under some circumstances, knowing the position and velocity is enough to answer the questions
we have, but sometimes we more is required. For instance, we may be initially at rest, then start
moving. Our velocity changes in this situation, and knowing how quickly our velocity changes
(our acceleration) is important. For very small time intervals, acceleration is defined as:
acceleration = (change in velocity)/(time interval) — or symbolically a = ∆v/∆t)
One can continue this progression, but for most practical purposes we stop after reaching the
concept of acceleration. Acceleration is proportional to force in NewtonÕs Second Law, which
is our main tool for predicting motion. Our goal is to understand how acceleration, velocity, and
position are related for the simple case of motion along a straight path. We will explore more
complicated motions later.

Motion along a straight, horizontal track
Before continuing, make sure that the cart track is level. The track has a screw at one end (the
nearest the edge of the table) that can be turned to raise and lower that end of the track until the
track is level. Your teaching assistant will describe how to use a spirit level to make sure the track
is properly leveled.
9
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Observe and describe motion
Place the cart at the end of the track closest to the motion sensor and give it a gentle but quick push
so it travels the length of the track in about one second. Observe the motion after you are no longer
touching the cart and the cart is coasting along the track, but has not yet hit the bumper at the other
end of the track. Describe the motion of the cart in words. From your observations predict the
relationships between position and time and velocity and time by drawing graphs of position and
velocity as functions of time. Using the same time scale for each graph, show the qualitative (no
actual numerical values) behavior of the motion that you have just observed. Use a straightedge
to where appropriate. Include some words to explain the reasoning behind each of the graphs
that you draw. You may wish to use arrows pointing to special features of your descriptions
along with corresponding explanations of why you included those features.
Now start the cart at the end of the track farthest from the motion sensor and give it a gentle but
quick push toward the motion sensor. Draw graphs showing your descriptions of the position and
velocity as functions of time using a consistent time scale for both graphs as above.
Suggestion: Draw the position and velocity graphs for motion toward the sensor and motion away
from the sensor in one vertical column on a single sheet of engineering paper.

Acquire position, velocity and acceleration data
Consult the Computer Tools Supplement at the back of the lab manual for instructions for connecting the motion sensor to the black computer interface box at your lab station. Once the sensor is
connected, set up the DataStudio software to display graphs of position, velocity, and acceleration
as functions of time. General instructions for configuring DataStudio to record and display data are
available at the beginning of the Computer Tools Supplement. An important detail is to change
the “sample rate” displayed in the “Setup” window from the default value of 10 Hz to 20 Hz.
The motion sensor measures positive values for positions in front of the sensor, with the sensor
itself at the origin of the position coordinate. Due to limitations of the electronics, the motion
sensor only measures distances greater than 0.40 m, or 40 cm. (Some of the newer motion sensors
can detect objects as close as 0.25 m.) Make sure during all your experiments that the object of
interest is never closer than this minimum value.
Position the cart on the end of the track toward the motion sensor, click on the “Start” button in
DataStudio, then give the cart a quick push away from the motion sensor so it reaches the other
end of the track in approximately one second. Rescaling the resulting graphs both horizontally and
vertically to show only the region of interest during the “free” motion of the cart. Then print out
the graphs in “landscape” format on a single piece of paper. Write a descriptive title across the top
of your graph.
Use the DataStudio software to calculate the average velocity during the “free” motion of the
cart by averaging a number of velocity values and finding the standard deviation of the values
as an uncertainty estimate. This is done by selecting the velocity-time data you wish to average
with the cursor and clicking on the “Σ" symbol at the top of the graph window; a drop-down
menu of options is displayed. Check the standard deviation option, and leave the other checked
options checked. Refer to the Uncertainty/Graphical Analysis supplement at the back of your lab
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manual for more information on the standard deviation, what it means and how it is defined and
calculated.
The average cart velocity can also be computed from the slope of the position versus time graph.
Use the DataStudio software to find the slope of the position-time graph and the uncertainty of the
slope during the “free" motion of the cart. First use the cursor to mark the region of interest on
the position-time graph and then click on “fit" at the top of the graph window to choose the type
of fit to make to your data. If the displayed precision of the position measurements is less than
one standard deviation, you should increase the displayed precision. Your teaching assistant can
explain the procedure.
Repeat the experiment for the case of motion toward the motion sensor, starting from the end of
the track away from the motion sensor. Print out the resulting graphs after making the adjustments
described above, and compute the average velocities using the same two methods.

Compare questions and data
Address the following questions in a summary paragraph before you move on to the next experiment:
1. How do the general shapes of your descriptions and experimental position-time, velocitytime, and acceleration-time graphs compare? Were your expectations borne out by the experiment? Explain why or why not.
2. Does the sign of the acceleration on the experimental acceleration-time graph make sense?
Use the definition of acceleration to help answer this.
3. Are the averages determined by the two methods above consistent? Use the uncertainties
derived from your data to make the comparison.
Complete your work with the horizontal track before moving on to the sloping track!

Motion along a sloping track
Raise the end of the track toward the motion sensor 8–10 cm above the tabletop by placing the
wooden block on edge under it. Make sure the spring-loaded plunger on one end of the cart is
facing downhill to cushion the impact at the bottom of the ramp.

Motion of cart moving down the ramp
Observe and describe motion
Observe the motion as the car is released from rest at the top of the ramp. Focus on the one-way
trip down the ramp: ignore the bounces at the bottom end of the track. Describe the motion of the
cart in words. On a single sheet of engineering paper draw graphs of what you expect the position,
velocity, and acceleration functions to be for the cart from the point of release until the instant
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before the cart hits the bumper at the bottom of the ramp. Use the position of the motion sensor as
the origin of the position-time graph.
Acquire position, velocity, and acceleration data
Use the DataStudio software to record the position-time, velocity-time, and acceleration-time
graphs for the above motion. Print and label the graphs as described above.
Use the DataStudio software to calculate the average acceleration during the “free” motion of the
cart (after your release or push) by two methods: by averaging a number of acceleration values
and by taking the slope of the velocity-time graph. For each measurement, record the uncertainty
estimate given by DataStudio. This will be the standard deviation of the acceleration values in the
first case and the standard error of the slope in the second.
Compare descriptions and data
Address the following questions in a summary paragraph before you move on to the next experiment:
1. How do the general shapes of your descriptions and experimental position-time, velocitytime, and acceleration-time graphs compare? Were your expectations borne out by the experiment? Explain why or why not.
2. Does the sign of the acceleration on the experimental acceleration-time graph make sense?
Use the definition of acceleration to help answer this.
3. Are the averages determined by the two methods above consistent? Use the uncertainties
derived from your data to make the comparison.

Motion of cart moving up the ramp
Position the cart at the bottom of the ramp and give it a quick push up the ramp so that it does
not bump into the end stop at the top of the ramp. Make sure that the distance between the cart
and the motion sensor is always greater than the minimum for your motion sensor. Focus on the
one- way trip up the ramp until the cart comes to rest. Draw graphs showing your descriptions of
position, velocity, and acceleration as functions of time on another sheet of paper. Then acquire
position, velocity, and acceleration data during this motion using the motion sensor. Address the
three questions above in a summary paragraph before you move on to the next experiment.

Motion of cart moving up and down the ramp
Again, position the cart at the bottom of the ramp and give it a quick push up the ramp so that it
does not bump into the end stop at the top of the ramp. This time focus on the two-way trip up and
down the ramp until the cart hits the bumper at the bottom of the ramp. Draw graphs describing the
position, velocity, and acceleration as functions of time on another sheet of paper. Then acquire
position, velocity, and acceleration data during this motion using the motion sensor and address
the three questions above.
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Finally, describe the measured acceleration as the cart slows down, stops momentarily, and speeds
up again at the top of the track. Consider especially the time when the velocity is momentarily
zero.

Summary
Write a brief conclusion comparing your position, velocity, and acceleration measurements with
your responses to the corresponding cases in the Motional Tutorial. Since you will be turning in
the Motional Tutorial at the end of lab, you may want to write this conclusion before you leave lab.
Tutorials turned after the end of lab will receive at most 50% credit.
Before you leave the lab please:
Lower the end of the track toward the end of the table so that it rests on the table.
Quit DataStudio and straighten up your lab station.
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Lab 3. Free Fall
Goals
• To determine the effect of mass on the motion of a falling object.
• To review the relationship between position, velocity, and acceleration.
• To determine whether the acceleration experienced by a freely falling object is constant and,
if so, to calculate the magnitude of the acceleration.
• To calculate the appropriate uncertainties and to understand their significance when analyzing data.

Introduction
When an object is dropped from rest, its speed increases as it falls—that is, it accelerates. In this
experiment you will characterize the motion of freely falling objects using an ultrasonic motion
sensor. A significant part of the experiment entails understanding the relationship between the
acceleration, velocity, and position of an object. You will also employ the concepts of mean (or
average) value and standard deviation of a measured quantity. An introduction to these concepts is
given in the Uncertainty/Graphical Analysis Supplement at the back of the lab manual.

Effect of mass on the motion of a falling object
At your lab station locate the small yellow plastic ball and a steel ball of the same diameter. After
recording the masses of the balls, hold the balls at the same height and drop them together. Note
which ball (if either) reaches the floor first. Use the padded catch box to minimize damage to the
floor by the steel ball. If the balls strike the floor at different times, consider how accurately you
can release the balls at the same time. An experiment with two identical balls can indicate how
small differences in release time affect your results.
If you change the height at which the balls are released, does the result change?
Record the conditions and the observed results for each trial that you do. Based on your findings
summarize your observations. What can you conclude regarding the effect of the mass on the
motion of the falling balls?
15
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Try dropping another object such as a pen or pencil along with the steel ball. How do the motions
compare now? What conclusions can you draw from your observations?
Be sure that the notes you make in lab are sufficient for you to repeat the experiment later in the
semester if asked to do so.

Characterizing free fall with a motion sensor
Motion sensor set up
Consult the Computer Tools Supplement at the back of the lab manual to learn how to connect the
motion sensor to the black computer interface box at your lab station. Once the sensor is connected,
set up the DataStudio software to display graphs of position, velocity, and acceleration as functions
of time simultaneously. General instructions for configuring DataStudio to record and display data
are available at the beginning of the Computer Tools Supplement in the lab manual. You will need
to change the “sample rate” displayed in the “Setup” window from its default value of 10 Hz to
20 Hz in order to obtain enough data for analysis. The motion sensor measures positive values for
positions in front of the sensor with the sensor itself being the origin of the position coordinate.
Due to electronic limitations, the motion sensor only measures distances greater than 0.40 m or
40 cm. (Some of the newer motion sensors can measure distances as short as 0.25 m.) In all your
experiments with the motion sensor, make sure that the object of interest is never closer than the
minimum value for the sensor you are using.

Data acquisition
Hold the basketball under the motion sensor such that the top of the ball is greater than the minimum distance for your sensor. Make sure that hands, feet, stools, backpacks, and such are removed
from the target area so the motion sensor “sees” only the basketball. Click on the “Start” button
of DataStudio to start the data taking process. Wait a few seconds before quickly removing your
hand(s) and releasing the ball. Allow it to fall to the floor and bounce twice. Then click the “Stop”
button to terminate data acquisition. Expand the graphs to display only the motion during the fall
and through the second bounce. Check with your TA to make sure that you have a good set of data.
If necessary, repeat the data taking process until satisfactory data is obtained. Do it right before
proceeding! Print out a copy of the three graphs on a single page in “landscape” format to include
in your notes.

Qualitative analysis
Observe the acceleration-time graph. Expand the graph vertically so that the acceleration during
free fall occupies most of the graph. Ignore the noisy regions during each bounce, when the ball
contacts the floor. What conclusions can you make regarding the acceleration of the basketball
during the initial fall and between the first and second bounces?
After the first bounce, the ball is moving upward toward the motion sensor and slowing down before it speeds up again and bounces the second time. Explain the sign of the acceleration (negative
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or positive) during this interval both as the ball slows down while moving upward and speeds up
while moving downward.
Is the velocity-time graph consistent with the observed acceleration during each segment of the
ballÕs motion? Compare them using the definition of acceleration in terms of velocity.

Quantitative analysis
Determine the value of the basketballÕs acceleration during its initial fall and between the first and
second bounces using two methods. (Consult the third page of the Computer Tools Supplement
“Uncertainty Analysis Using DataStudio” and/or ask your TA for assistance.)
1. From the acceleration-time graph use DataStudio to find the mean value of the acceleration
in each time region and the corresponding standard deviation. (If the precision of the acceleration values is less than their standard deviation, ask your TA for assistance in obtaining
more significant digits.) On your printout, identify the data points used to determine the
mean acceleration.
2. Determine the average acceleration and its uncertainty in each time region using DataStudioÕs curve fitting capability to measure the slope of the velocity-time graph. On your
printout, identify the data points used to determine the acceleration.
3. Did the acceleration values determined in this experiment agree with your expectations?
Do they agree with each other? (Consult the “Using Uncertainties to Compare Measurements/Calculations” section of the Uncertainty/Graphical Analysis Supplement for information on using the standard deviation to compare measured values.) Based on your findings
does one method seem better than the other? Explain your reasoning.

Conclusion
Discuss what you have discovered about objects in free-fall. What did you expect to find? Did your
experiment agree with your expectations? Did the various methods of determining the acceleration
of falling objects give the same values? Discuss and explain basing the arguments on your actual
results for the experiment. You may wish to summarize all your experimental numerical results
in a small table here, making it easier to refer to them in this part of your notes. How does the
concept of standard deviation assist us in making logical conclusions?
Before you leave the lab please:
Quit all computer applications that you may have open.
Place equipment back in the plastic tray as you found it.
Report any problems or suggest improvements to your TA.
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Lab 4. Adding Forces with a Force Table
Goals
• To describe the effect of three balanced forces acting on a ring or disk using vector addition.
• To practice adding force vectors graphically and mathematically in a simple geometry where
two of the vectors are perpendicular.
• To describe the effect of three forces acting in arbitrary directions using the method of vector
components.

Introduction
In this experiment the Pasco force table is used to apply three forces to a central ring or disk so that
the central object is in so-called “static equilibrium,” that is, the object has zero acceleration. The
net force on the object is therefore also zero. These forces are exerted by the earth (gravity) acting
on masses suspended from strings that run over pulleys. Each string is attached to the ring at the
center of the table. When the ring is centered over the middle of the force table, the directions of
the applied forces can easily be determined using the angle markings on the table itself.
To check that equilibrium has actually been attained, pull the ring slightly to one side. Then release
the ring and check to see that the ring returns to the center. If not, adjust the size of the hanging
masses until the ring always returns to the center after being moved in any direction. Careful
attention will ensure good results.
Make sure that all of the strings lie along radial lines directed outward from the center of the force
table. This usually requires sliding the knots that attach the strings to the ring at the center of the
table.

Representing forces graphically
Vectors are defined as quantities that behave like displacements (distances with specified directions) when added together. All true vectors have the same mathematical properties as displacements. We know that if we walk a path due east for 1 km and then walk due north for 1 km, we
end up 1.41 km from our starting point (“as the crow flies”). We are now northeast of our starting
point (an angle of 45° north of east). If forces can be represented by vectors, they must have these
same properties. A force of 1 N to the east added to a force of 1 N to the north should add together
19
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to give a net force of 1.41 N directed to the northeast at an angle of 45°. We want to demonstrate
this property of forces.
Two forces of equal magnitude but acting in opposite directions on an object initially at rest will
produce no net motion. With this in mind, set up the force table as follows.
1. Position one pulley to apply a force at an angle of 270°. Call the force exerted by the string
that runs through the this pulley F1 .
2. Position a second pulley to apply a force at an angle of 180°. Call the force exerted by the
string that runs through the second pulley F2 .
3. Position the third pulley to apply a force at an angle of your choice between 10° and 80°.
Hang a total mass of 105 g on the string going over this pulley. (Remember that the mass of
the mass hanger is 5 g.) Call the force exerted by the string that runs through the third pulley
F3 .
Now use trial and error to find the correct masses to place on the first and second strings to center
the ring exactly at the center point of the force table. When the central ring is centered and stationary, the sum of the three applied forces is zero. You can compute the magnitude of each force from
the value of the hanging masses. (F = mg. In Pullman, the magnitude of g equals 9.79 m/s2 .) The
direction of each force can be read from the angle marking on the force table.
Add the forces graphically using the same techniques that you would use for displacements. To do
this, draw a full page set of x- and y-axes in your lab notebook and label them with suitable force
units—here, newtons. (The origin will generally need to be near the center of the page.) Draw the
three force vectors on your plot using the measured angles and force magnitudes. Now add the
three force vectors graphically to find F1 + F2 + F3 .
Is the measured sum of these three forces consistent with zero? To estimate the uncertainty in your
sum, consider that the 1 g mass is the lightest mass at your disposal. Ideally, much smaller masses
would be required to exactly balance the forces. In practice, you can expect to get within 0.5 g of
this ideal mass on the end each string. Using this observation, make some reasonable estimates of
the uncertainties in your experiment and your graph, and compare these with the magnitude of the
vector sum of the three forces. If the magnitude of the sum of forces from your graph is less than
the sum of the uncertainties, the sum is consistent with zero.
The sketch you have drawn is essentially a two-dimensional “free body diagram” of the forces on
the ring of the force table. (The ring is the free body, and the diagram shows the forces on it.)
In most of your physics work, graphs will not be used for quantitative calculations of the sum of
forces. A free-hand sketch of these forces, however, is almost always necessary to make sure that
you are using the correct trig functions (sine versus cosine) for the vector components.
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Adding perpendicular forces mathematically
Using the Pythagorean theorem
If the three forces sum to zero, the sum of the first and second forces is a force with the same
magnitude as the third force, but with the opposite direction (F1 + F2 = −F2 ). Test this quantitatively by calculating the magnitude of the sum of the two forces at 270° and 180° using the
Pythagorean theorem. (The vectors representing these forces define a right triangle. If this is not
true, the Pythagorean theorem does not apply.) Then use trigonometry to calculate the angle along
which this sum of forces is directed. Ask your TA for help if necessary. Compare the magnitude
of the vector sum of the first two forces to the weight of 105 g. Is the direction of the sum of the
first two forces opposite to that due to the 105 g? (The directions of two forces are opposite if their
angles differ by 180°.) Be sure to include sample calculations in your lab notes.
Repeat your measurements at 10° intervals from 10° to 80°, using the Pythagorean theorem and
trigonometry to calculate the magnitude and direction of the sum of the two forces at 270° and
180°. Make a suitable table (or tables) to record your data and calculations. Compare these magnitudes and directions with the magnitudes and directions of the forces applied to the third pulley.
Do your results support the idea that forces are vectors, like displacements?

Using components
Vectors can also be added by computing their components along orthogonal (perpendicular) coordinate directions. Treating the 0° direction as the positive x-axis and the 90° direction as the
positive y-axis, use your data to calculate the components of the force due to the 105 g mass along
the x- and y-axes. If using components is a valid approach, then the force on the second string
(F2 , at 180°) should be equal and opposite to the calculated x-component of force due to the 105
g mass (F3 ). Likewise, the force on the first string (F1 at 270°) should be equal and opposite to
the calculated y-component of force due to the 105 g (F3 ). In terms of components, the forces
should behave like two pairs of forces. One pair, with equal magnitudes but opposite directions,
acts along the x-axis. The other pair, with equal magnitudes but opposite directions, acts along the
y-axis.
Calculate the components for all of the force angles that you measured for the 105 g and compare
them to the forces applied by the other two masses. Again, include sample calculations in your
lab notes. Do your experimental results support the idea that a single force can be equivalently
represented by components? (Compare any differences with the uncertainty you expect from the
precision of your mass adjustments.)

Qualitative observations
One unintuitive aspect of vector addition is that adding two large vectors (two vectors with large
magnitudes) often yields a much smaller vector. Other times, adding two vectors yields a larger
vector, as one might expect. Look over your data and find a three pairs of relatively large vectors
whose sum is smaller than either vector in the sum. Then find three pairs of vectors whose sum is
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larger than either vector in the sum. Note any patterns that you observe.

Adding forces with arbitrary directions
In this exercise, your TA will assign your lab group three arbitrary force directions. Find a combination of hanging masses that center the ring on the force table. Make sure that you do not exceed
the 200 g limit on any one string as stated on the force table. Add the three forces vectorially
by calculating and adding their components. As always, include sample calculations in your lab
notes. Compare the calculated value of your net force to the expected value in this case. Can you
account for the difference between the calculated net force and the expected net force on the basis
of reasonable estimates of your experimental uncertainty? Be specific and quantitative in your
explanation.
Although the Pythagorean theorem does not apply to triangles without a right angle, two other
laws of trigonometry do: the Law of Sines and the Law of Cosines. Occasionally you will find
that vector addition goes faster using one of these relations. For instance, you should be able to
quickly solve the vector addition problem given to you by your teaching assistant using the Law of
Sines.

Summary
Summarize the pertinent findings of your investigation. Cite specific results based on your experimental data.
Before you leave the lab please:
Return equipment to the plastic tray as you found it.
Return the masses to the appropriate bins on the table in the center of the room.
Report any problems or suggest improvements to your TA.

Lab 5. Projectile Motion
Goals
• To determine the launch speed of a projectile and its uncertainty by measuring how far it
travels horizontally before landing on the floor (called the range) when launched horizontally
from a known height.
• To predict and measure the range of a projectile when the projectile is fired at an arbitrary
angle with respect to the horizontal.
• To predict the initial firing angle of the launcher for a prescribed range value.
• To determine quantitatively whether the measured ranges in (2) and (3) are consistent with
the desired range values.

Introduction
When objects undergo motion in two (or even three) dimensions rather than in just one, the overall
motion can be analyzed by looking at the motion in any two (or three) mutually perpendicular
directions and then putting the motions “back together,” so to speak. In the case of projectiles, the
horizontal and vertical directions are usually chosen. Why is this choice made? Ignoring the effects
of air resistance, an object moving vertically near the surface of Earth experiences a constant acceleration. We know this by experiment. Likewise an object moving horizontally experiences zero
acceleration. Any other choice of perpendicular directions would have nonzero, constant values
of acceleration in both directions. When we write the descriptions of the motion in mathematical
terms, the horizontal/vertical choice of directions results in the simplest description.
Under what conditions can the effects of air resistance be ignored? One condition is that the
objectÕs speed is not too high, since the effect of the air resistance increases with speed. If two
objects are the same size and shape, the lighter one of the two will experience the larger effect on
its motion due to the air. (Imagine a ping-pong ball and a steel ball bearing of the same size.) In
designing this lab, care has been taken to ensure that air resistance has a negligible effect on the
trajectory of the projectile. When conditions are such that air resistance cannot be ignored, the
motion is more complicated.
23
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Mathematical preliminaries—Equation for range
To accomplish the first two of our stated goals, we need a general mathematical relationship between the horizontal range of the projectile and the initial height, initial velocity, and launch angle.
See Figure 5.1. You will need to solve the appropriate kinematics equations for motion with constant acceleration in the horizontal and vertical directions simultaneously. Rather than writing the
equations in terms of the angle, θ, it is suggested that you use the symbols v0x and v0y , where
v0x = v0 cos θ and v0y = v0 sin θ, to simplify the algebra. You need to solve for the range, R, in
terms of v0x , v0y , h, and g. The details of this derivation must be included in your lab notes.

y

v0

h

R

x

Figure 5.1. Coordinate system for calculating the range, R.

Instructions and precautions for using the ball launcher
Warning: Never look down the barrel of a launcher. Wear eye protection until all the groups
have finished launching projectiles.
1. Make sure that the launcher is attached securely to the table so it does not move when the
launcher is fired. Make sure the launcher is at the proper angle by using the built-in plumb
bob on the side of the launcher. Note that the angle measured by this plumb bob is the angle
between the “barrel” of the launcher and the horizontal.
2. Since the projectiles will be hitting the floor, use a second plumb bob to locate and mark
the position on the floor (blue tape works) directly below the launch point of the projectile.
This indicates the initial horizontal position of the ball at floor level so the range (horizontal
distance traveled by the ball) can be measured later. You will have to measure the height to
get the vertical distance. Clearly indicate in a diagram how you measured the height (from
where to where). If you are not sure how the height should be measured, please discuss it
with your TA.
3. To launch the projectile, load the ball into the projectile launcher. Use the rod to push the
ball into the launch tube to one of the three preset launch positions (short, medium, or long
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range). You will hear a click as you reach each position. Notify others nearby and across
the room before firing the ball. Stand out of the way and fire the launcher by pulling on the
string attached to its trigger on the top. To minimize the force applied by the string to the
launch tube, pull the string at right angles to the launch tube.
4. To record the position where the projectile strikes the floor, tape a white paper target to the
thin hard-board sheet (about 0.3 m × 0.5 m in size) at your lab station. Place the sheet and
target at the approximate place where the ball lands. When you are ready to record some
landing points, lay a piece of carbon paper (carbon side down) on top of the target. Please
do not put tape on the carbon paper. The ball will leave a dark smudge on the white paper
where it lands. If necessary you can tape the hard-board sheet to the floor to keep it from
moving, but avoid the indiscriminate use of tape on the floors.

Determining the initial speed of the projectile
1. Simplify your general equation for the range for the case when θ = 0 (horizontal launch).
Then solve for v0 in terms of R, h, and g.
2. Set the launcher to fire horizontally, that is, to launch at an angle of zero degrees. Care with
this angle setting can significantly improve your results later in the lab.
3. Starting with the medium range launch setting, fire the projectile (using the four steps in the
previous section) a couple times noting where the projectile lands. Center the paper target
as best you can where the ball will land. Now use the carbon paper to record the landing
position of four or five launches using the same initial conditions.
4. From your data determine the average range, R, of the ball. Use this average distance to
calculate the average initial speed of the ball as it was launched.
5. Repeat the same procedure for the short and long range settings on the launcher.
6. Calculate the standard deviation, σ(R), of the measured range values for each of the three
launcher range settings. Estimate the uncertainty of the initial speed at each√range setting
due to the uncertainty in the average range value [given by σ(Ravg ) = σ(R)/ N , where N
is the number of range measurements] and the estimated uncertainty in the launch height.
The “Maximum-Minimum” method is appropriate for Physics 101, while the “Derivative”
method is appropriate for Physics 201. Show your calculations clearly in your report. Refer to the Uncertainty/Graphical Analysis Supplement near the back of the lab manual for
details.

Range for nonzero launch angles
1. Choose a launch angle between 30° and 40°. Using the values of the initial speed of the ball
measured above and your general equation for the range, calculate the horizontal distance
(range) from the launch point to where the ball should land for the short and medium range
settings using the initial launch angle that you have chosen. (Do not use the long range
setting.)
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2. For the short and medium range settings, place a paper target on the floor at the calculated
position and fire the projectile. If the projectile misses the target completely, check your
calculations and/or discuss it with your TA. If the projectile does hit the target, then repeat
several times to get a good average experimental range value and its corresponding standard
deviation to compare with your calculated range.
3. Compare your predicted range values with the experimental range values using your experimental standard deviations. If your predicted range lies within one-times the uncertainty of
the corresponding experimental range, the experiment is a success—the agreement between
your experiment and your prediction is good. If your prediction is between one- and twotimes the uncertainty from the experimental range, the agreement is not so good, but not bad
enough to worry about. If your prediction differs from your experimental range by more than
three-times the uncertainty, check your calculations and consider carefully what systematic
errors may be present in your experiment.

Launch angle to achieve a given range
1. Ask your TA to assign a value of horizontal distance (range) for your group.
2. Calculate a suitable angle at one of the range settings for launching the projectile to the target
set at the assigned distance. The relationship giving the initial launch angle in terms of the
other parameters is:

v2
tan θ = 0 ±
gR

"

v02
gR

2

2v 2 h
− 1 + 02
gR

#1/2
(5.1)

3. Now set the target and do the experiment with your TA present to observe. Were you able to
hit the target? If you have trouble, check your calculations. Is your calculator in radian or
degree mode? Get assistance from your TA, if necessary. Again, compare your experimental
range value to the range value assigned by your TA. If your average experimental range
value is within three times the uncertainty of your assigned range value, you may consider
the experiment a success. If not, check your calculations or discuss the issue with your
teaching assistant. Greater differences are generally a sign that some error has been made.

Conclusion
Summarize all your results, preferably in a table showing the measured and calculated quantities
with their uncertainties. Clearly display your comparisons between predicted values and experimental values. Are you convinced that the theoretical predictions made by separating the horizontal and vertical motions agree with experiment, at least within the calculated uncertainties of the
experiment? Your answers must be based on your experimental results and the calculated uncertainties of the quantities you are comparing. Do not make vague statements that are not directly
supported by your calculations and measurements.
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Before you leave the lab please:
Straighten up your lab station.
Make sure to return the projectile ball to the plastic tray.
Remove any tape you have put on the floor.
Report any problems or suggest improvements to your TA.
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Lab 6. Newton’s Second Law
Goals
• To determine the acceleration of a mass when acted on by a net force using a Smart Pulley
sensor to acquire the data. Two cases are of interest: (a) the mass of the system is fixed and
the net force is varied, and (b) the net force is fixed and the mass of the system is varied.
• To make and analyze appropriate graphs of the resulting data that test the validity of your
application of Newton’s Second Law of Motion to this system.

Introduction
Newton’s First Law states that no change in the motion of an object takes place in the absence of a
net force. In other words, the acceleration (change in velocity) of an object is zero unless there is
a net force. But how is the acceleration related to the force? Newton’s Second Law deals with this
relationship. Experimentally we will explore the relationship between the net force on an object,
the mass of the object, and the acceleration of the object due to the force. Newton’s Second Law
of Motion makes some definite predictions that you can test.
Be sure to level the track carefully before you take any data.

Accelerating a fixed mass with a variable force
Behind Newton’s Second Law is the assumption that an object (or group of objects) can be modeled
as a point with a definite mass and location, that moves along a well defined trajectory through
space with a definite velocity and acceleration. A group of objects can often be modeled as a
point if it moves together rigidly, without rotation or stretching—and if its mass does not change.
When we apply Newton’s Second Law to a suitable group of objects, we call the group “the
system.”
In this experiment, a small mass is connected to the cart by a string that hangs down over a pulley.
To apply Newton’s Second Law to this situation, the system mass (the m in F = ma) and the net
force on the object (the F in F = ma) must be clearly specified. Draw a free body diagram of the
cart, the pulley, and the slotted masses, and use it to express the net force and the system mass in
terms of the masses of each part of the system. Ignore friction for the time being. Check that each
part of the system has the same acceleration (the a in F = ma). This simplification is possible
29
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because both the cart and the hanging mass move as if they were glued together (assuming that the
string is not stretchy). Your free body diagram and any text or mathematics needed to support your
expressions for F and m must appear in your lab notes.
Using the Pasco Smart Pulley, the computer can take the time and displacement measurements
required to compute the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the system as functions of
time. The Smart Pulley section of the Computer Tools Supplement at the back of the lab manual
has specific instructions on connecting the pulley to the computer. You may wish to plot all three of
these quantities to determine the best method of determining the acceleration. If the acceleration
is constant, the slope of the velocity-time graph will be a straight line whose slope equals the
acceleration. The slope of a straight line is easily found along with a useful uncertainty estimate
using the ÒFitÓ tool in the toolbar at the top of the graph window. Does the slope of the velocitytime graph yield a more precise acceleration value than simply taking an average acceleration value
directly from the acceleration-time graph? Compare the two methods for a single data run. Explain
your findings in your lab notes.
Although the computer fitting routine gives an uncertainty estimate for the slope of a graph based
on one data run, relying on only one data run for each configuration of the system is risky. Some
experimental conditions may remain constant for a single run, but vary from run to run. In this
case, the uncertainty for a single run (reported by DataStudio) can grossly underestimate the uncertainty in the measured quantity. Incorrect uncertainties can result in false conclusions about the
consistency of two sets of data or calculated values. The preferred approach is to make at least
three separate runs for each configuration, and to use the standard deviation of the mean for these
acceleration measurements as the measure of uncertainty in acceleration.
For each run, the acceleration is simply the slope of the velocity-time graph. Now calculate the
average, or mean value, and the standard deviation of the average acceleration for each configuration. (Refer to the Uncertainty-Graphical Analysis supplement in the back of your lab manual for a
discussion and definition of standard deviation.) The experimental standard deviation for repeated
runs is typically about ten times larger than the standard deviation determined from a single run.
This is strong evidence for the presence of uncontrolled experimental factors that vary from run to
run. Since reproducibility is the key consideration here, the larger value of standard deviation is
by far more realistic.
Vary the total hanging mass from 10 g to 60 g in 10 g increments. To keep the mass of the system
as a whole fixed, make sure that any unused hanging masses ride in the cart. It is important that
the hanging mass not exceed 60 g. The velocities achieved using larger masses can be sufficient to
damage the equipment when the cart strikes the end of the track.
Now make a graph of the force (vertical axis) as a function of the acceleration (horizontal axis).
Include error bars on your graph that correspond to the uncertainties in your measured acceleration
values.
Newton’s Second Law states that the acceleration of a system with constant mass is directly proportional to the net force and that the acceleration of an object under a constant net force is inversely
proportional to its mass. If Newton’s Second Law is correct, then you should be able to compute
the mass of the system from the slope of your graphical analysis. Ask your TA for assistance if it
is not clear how to proceed.
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Compare the value of the system mass determined from your data, mF/a with the total system
mass measured using an electronic balance at the back of the room, mbal . To make this comparison
quantitative, compare the difference between the two mass estimates (the “error”, mdif = |mF/a −
mbal |) to the expected uncertainty in the error, u(mdif ). From the Uncertainty and Graphical
Analysis appendix to the lab manual,
q
u(mdif ) = u(mF/a )2 + u(mbal )2

(6.1)

where u(mF/a ) is the uncertainty of the acceleration from your acceleration data and u(mbal ) is
the uncertainty in your balance reading, which you estimate from the least significant digit of your
reading.
If the slope of your acceleration versus force plot is less than two times u(mdif ), it is fair to say
that your acceleration data are consistent with Newton’s Second Law and your mass measurement.
If the ratio is greater than three times u(mdif ), carefully examine your procedures and analysis for
sources of systematic error. Include the results of your examination in your notes.

Accelerating a variable mass with a fixed force
By measuring the acceleration of the system as a function of net force, while holding the system
mass constant, we can study the affect of net force on acceleration. Similarly, by keeping a fixed
value of mass hanging on the string, while keeping the net force constant, we can also observed the
effect of system mass on acceleration. Hang 50 or 60 g on the end of the string for this experiment.
Additional rectangular steel bars (two maximum!) can be placed on top of the cart to increase the
mass of the whole system. Plot the acceleration (vertical axis) as a function of the system mass
(horizontal axis). Qualitatively, what happens to the acceleration when the mass increases?
Newton’s Second Law states that the acceleration of a system with constant net force is inversely
proportional to its mass. In mathematical form this looks like:
F = ma

or

a=

1
F
=F
m
m

(6.2)

The relationship between acceleration and mass with a constant force is trickier than the relationship between acceleration and force, with constant system mass. The mathematical relation
between the variables is hard to guess when the graph curves. On the other hand, straight-line
graphs are simple to identify and analyze. Is there a way of plotting the accelerations and mass
data that is consistent with Newton’s second law, but so that the graph is a straight line? You may
need help from your TA. When you have sorted this out, you should be able to compute the value
of the net force applied to the system.
Quantitatively compare the value of applied net force calculated from your graph to the gravitational force acting on the hanging mass, using your experimental uncertainties. That is, compare
Fdif , the magnitude of the difference between the force values, to u(Fdif ), the uncertainty in the
difference between two force measurements.
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Real world effects
Are there reasons that your results might not be totally consistent with the predictions based on
Newton’s Second Law? Have we included all the forces acting on the system? What effect does
the ubiquitous force of friction have? Examine your graph of acceleration versus force carefully.
Newton’s Second Law says that the net force and the resulting acceleration are directly proportional, meaning that zero net force produces zero acceleration. Does your graph show this to be the
case? Look carefully! Explain how and why the graph might deviate slightly from this ideal. Does
the presence of friction invalidate your graphical determination of the system mass? Ask your TA
whether your explanation is reasonable.
Your acceleration versus system mass measurements are also affected by friction; however, you do
not have enough data to justify pursuing the details.

Conclusion
Is your data consistent with the predictions of Newton’s Second Law? To support your conclusion,
you must compare any observed discrepancy with your experimental uncertainty. Now a question
to just think about. How was Newton able to formulate the Second Law of motion? Did he have
access to equipment comparable to what you used today? Was he compelled to formulate the
Second Law based on his experimental results?
Before you leave the lab please:
Quit all computer applications that you may have open.
Collect the slotted masses that were hung on the string.
Please make sure that all of them are there!
Report any problems, equipment or otherwise, to your TA.

Lab 7. Simple Pendulum

• To design and perform experiments that show what factors, or parameters, affect the time
required for one oscillationof a compact mass attached to a light string (a simple pendulum).
• To use a simple pendulum in an appropriate manner to determine the local acceleration of
gravity.

Introduction
A simple pendulum consists of a relatively small (in dimension) mass on the end of a string, so
the motion may be analyzed as if the mass were a point mass. (For masses with larger dimensions
the rotational motion of the mass must also be included in the analysis for good agreement with
experiment.) The parameters that potentially affect the period of a simple pendulum are relatively
easy to study. Therefore the simple pendulum provides a good “test case” for the application of
the scientific method. Although you may ask your TA for help, each lab group is responsible to
decide how to measure the relevant quantities on their own. It is especially important in this lab for
you to record how you make these measurements. If you are asked to repeat some portion of this
laboratory on the lab exam, your lab notes will be your only source of information. Your choice of
method also affects how you interpret your results.

Preliminary observations
Although theory is helpful, it is unwise to design an experiment on the basis of theory alone. A
few preliminary observations can dramatically improve your experiment. First, set up DataStudio
to measure the elapsed time for one complete oscillation, or period, of the pendulum. Be sure that
it is measuring what you think it is. Then let the pendulum oscillate 40–50 times and display your
data in a table. Use care in releasing the pendulum at large amplitudes so that the photogate is
not damaged. Practice releasing the pendulum so that it swings in a single plane. The mean value
and the standard deviation of the period can then be determined. Do this for at least two initial
amplitudes (initial angles). One amplitude should be about as large as you can reasonably manage.
The other should be as small as you can reasonable manage, where the mass swings through a
distance of only three or four mass-diameters.
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Consider carefully whether the period varies randomly from swing to swing, or whether the period
changes in a systematic fashion. If the period varies randomly, the standard deviation of the mean
for the data in your table reflects random variations and is a good measure of uncertainty. In this
case, averaging the period over ten or more back-and-forth swings can improve the precision of
your period measurement. If the period varies systematically, the effect of (possibly unknown)
changing conditions is greater than the random errors. If possible, systematic variations must be
eliminated. At the very least, your experiment must be designed so that the systematic errors are
less than the random errors.
One way to reduce the systematic error in this case is to make five separate measurements of
the period for single back and forth swings; then calculate the average and standard deviation of
the mean of these measurements. It is important to have a reliable value for the uncertainty in
your measurements, as they are needed to determine which parameters affect the period in this
experiment. Real differences must be larger than these uncertainties.

What makes a pendulum tick?
For the simple pendulum determine which parameters affect the period (defined as the time for
one complete back and forth swing) of the oscillation. Consider such things as the amplitude
(the angle of the swing) of the oscillation, the mass of the bob, and the sting length. Vary each
parameter over as wide a range as is feasible with the equipment at hand. You will need to support
your findings with adequate data in order to be convincing. Explain the effect of each parameter
on the period.

Determine the acceleration of gravity
When a pendulum is displaced from the vertical position, it is the gravitational force that is ultimately responsible for bringing it back to the vertical position. Thus it is not surprising that there is
a relationship between the oscillation period and the acceleration of gravity. We can imagine that
on the Moon, where the acceleration due to gravity is less than here on Earth, the force bringing
the pendulum back to vertical would be smaller; thus the acceleration would be smaller, and the
time for an oscillation would be larger. It appears then that the period of the pendulum and the
acceleration of gravity are related by an inverse relation; that is, when one parameter gets larger
the other gets smaller.
You may need to look in a textbook to find an expression for the relationship between the acceleration of gravity and the period of oscillation. (A shortcut to a PDF copy of the open source OpenStax
College Physics is on the desktop of your lab computers.) Be sure to note under what conditions
the relationship is valid and plan your experiment accordingly. Then take data to determine the
acceleration of gravity. Some of the data from the previous exercise may be useful, but you will
need to supplement it in order to make a good determination of g.
Use a graphical technique to find g. (Hint: Find a way to graph the measured parameters in such
a fashion that g may be calculated from the slope of a straight-line graph. Use the uncertainty of
the slope (standard error) to determine whether your measurement is consistent with the accepted
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value of g for Pullman, Washington. Your TA will have some suggestions here, if necessary.)

General reminders
Carefully describe your measurement procedures in your notes. Be sure that any conclusions you
make are justified by your data. When can differences in measured values be attributed to random
variations, and when do they represent real differences? How do you decide? Show representative
calculations for each step in your analysis.
Before you leave the lab please:
Straighten up your lab station.
Report any problems or suggest improvements to your TA.
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Lab 8. Newton’s Third Law and Momentum
Goals
• To explore the behavior of forces acting between two objects when they touch one another
or interact with one another by some other means, such as a light string.
• To compare the magnitudes of the forces exerted by one object on another object and vice
versa during collisions.
• To experimentally explore the relationship between an impulse and a change in motion.
• To understand the relationship between impulse and momentum.
• To explore and understand conservation of momentum.

Introduction
You have already explored how the motion of an object is affected by applied forces, such as
gravity. We can extend our understanding of forces by recognizing that all forces are exerted by
some object on some other object. This raises the question of whether forces operate in a reciprocal
fashion. Suppose Object A exerts a force on Object B. Does Object B exert any kind of force on
Object A? If so, what can we say about this second force? Most of our work so far has involved
the force of gravity, where Earth is the actor or agent of force. The great size and mass of Earth
make it difficult to measure changes in its motion due to any forces we might apply to it. In this
experiment we focus on forces acting between two smaller objects.
We also wish to explore the relationship between the impulse, defined as the area under the forceversus-time graph during a brief interaction, to changes in the momentum, mv, of an
R object with
mass m and velocity v. (For 201 students, the impulse J can also be defined as J = F dt, where
the integral is calculated over over the time during which the force, F , is applied.) Finally we will
look at the momentum of a two-body system of masses immediately before and after they interact
with each other.

Forces of interaction—Connected objects
Two force sensors are attached individually to the tops of two carts that can roll on an aluminum
track. Before beginning any measurements, make sure that both force sensors are “zeroed” by
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pressing the “tare” button on the side of each sensor. Check by means of a quick force-time graph
that both sensors really read very close to zero. Also make certain that the data sampling rate that
you have set is sufficiently high to record the force variations that take place. If the graphs look
“jagged,” with straight line segments connecting the data points, then increase the sampling rate
until the lines connecting the data points form a smooth curve (even when you expand the time
scale). Note that the force sensor mounted on Cart 1 measures the force exerted on Cart 1 by Cart
2, and the force sensor mounted on Cart 2 measures the force exerted on Cart 2 by Cart 1. Since
the force sensors are oriented “back-to-back,” one sensor will measure positive forces to the right
and the other will measure positive forces to the left. This difference is very important since forces
are vector quantities.

Carts with equal masses
Place both carts on the track and connect the hooks on the force sensors together. Place one hand on
each cart (you can use both hands or use one of your’s and one of your lab partner’s) and push them
together or pull them apart (not literally; getting too violent here can damage the force sensors!)
all the while recording both forces as a function of time. Sketch a representative time segment of
your data in your lab notes. From your data what can you conclude about the magnitudes of the
forces exerted by Cart 1 on Cart 2 and by Cart 2 on Cart 1? Do your conclusions change if the
carts experience a nonzero acceleration? What can you conclude about the direction of the force
on each cart due to the other cart? Remember to zero (tare) the force sensors before each set of
measurements!

Carts with unequal masses
Add two steel bars (approximately 0.5 kg each) to the cart on the right. With your hand touching
only the cart on the left, pull and push the cart on the right while recording a graph displaying both
forces as a function of time. (Of course the force sensor hooks must still be connected.) From your
data what can you conclude about the magnitudes of the forces exerted by Cart 1 on Cart 2 and
by Cart 2 on Cart 1? Do your conclusions change if the carts experience a nonzero acceleration?
What can you conclude about the direction of the force on each cart due to the other cart?

Carts connected by string
Now connect the carts with a short length of string. (Only “pulls” are possible with a string,
because the string goes slack if you push the carts together.) Do your conclusions change if the
carts experience a nonzero acceleration? How does the presence of the string between the carts
affect your answers regarding the forces you observed previously?

Summary of forces of interaction—connected objects
Summarize your conclusions for connected objects clearly and concisely before continuing. Compare your results with what you would predict on the basis of Newton’s Third Law. Several common mistakes in homework and on exams relate to the observations you have just made. Ask your
teaching assistant if you have any doubts.
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Force of interaction—Colliding objects
“Bouncy” collisions with equal cart masses
Mount the springs in place of the hooks on the ends of the force sensors. Starting with one cart
stationary, give the other cart a push so it collides with the stationary cart. Avoid pushing the cart
so hard that the springs totally compress during the collision. Display both forces as a function of
time in a graph. Focus on the time interval from just before the collision to just after the collision
and rescale the graph to show this region clearly. You may also need to adjust the sampling rate
of the force sensors to get sufficient data during the collision itself. From your data what can you
conclude about the magnitudes of the forces exerted by Cart 1 on Cart 2 and by Cart 2 on Cart 1?
What can you conclude about the direction of the force on each cart due to the other cart?
What difference does it make in the force relationships if both carts are moving prior to the collision? Support your answer with additional data.

“Bouncy” collisions with unequal cart masses
Add two steel bars (approximately 1 kg) to one of the carts. Starting with one cart stationary, give
the other cart a push so it collides with the stationary cart. Perform two trials, first with the highmass cart stationary and second with the low-mass cart stationary. Again avoid pushing the cart
so hard that the springs totally compress during the collision. Display both forces as a function of
time in a graph. Focus on the time interval from just before the collision to just after the collision
and rescale the graph to show this region clearly. From your data what can you conclude about
the magnitudes of the forces exerted by Cart 1 on Cart 2 and by Cart 2 on Cart 1? What can you
conclude about the direction of the force on each cart due to the other cart?
What difference does it make in the force relationships if both carts are moving prior to the collision? Support your answer with additional data.

‘Sticky” collisions with equal cart masses
Remove the springs from the ends of the force sensors and replace them with small metal ÒcupsÓ
holding pieces of clay. Starting with one cart stationary, give the other cart a push so it collides
with the stationary cart. Disregard any trial in which the carts don’t remain stuck together after the
collision. Display both forces as a function of time in a graph. Focus on the time interval from
just before the collision to just after the collision and rescale the graph to show this region clearly.
You may also need to adjust the sampling rate of the force sensors to get sufficient data during the
collision itself. From your data what can you conclude about the magnitudes of the forces exerted
by Cart 1 on Cart 2 and by Cart 2 on Cart 1? What can you conclude about the direction of the
force on each cart due to the other cart?
What difference does it make in the force relationships if both carts are moving prior to the collision? Support your answer with additional data.
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“Sticky” collisions with unequal cart masses
Add two steel bars (approximately 1 kg) to one of the carts. Starting with one cart stationary, give
the other cart a push so it collides with the stationary cart. Perform two trials, first with the highmass cart stationary and second with the low-mass stationary. Disregard any trial in which the
carts don’t remain stuck together after the collision. Display both forces as a function of time in a
graph. Focus on the time interval from just before the collision to just after the collision. Rescale
the graph to show this region clearly. From your data what can you conclude about the magnitudes
of the forces exerted by Cart 1 on Cart 2 and by Cart 2 on Cart 1? What can you conclude about
the direction of the force on each cart due to the other cart?
What difference does it make in the force relationships if both carts are moving prior to the collision? Support your answer with additional data.

Summary for forces of interaction—colliding objects
Summarize your conclusions for “bouncy” and “sticky” collisions clearly and concisely before
proceeding. Based on your observations how are the results changed by the different collision
conditions? You will eventually learn that mechanical energy is lost in sticky collisions but is
mostly conserved in bouncy collisions. Something that is true in both kinds of collisions can help
you when the concept of conservation of energy is not useful.

Impulse and momentum during collisions
For this experiment, you need only one cart with attached force sensor. The bracket mounted at
one end of the Pasco track has a small hole at just the right height for mounting a spring or clay cup
to meet the end of the force sensor on the cart. An ultrasonic motion sensor is used to determine
the position and/or velocity of the cart. Please refer to the Computer Tools Supplement at the end
of your lab manual for more information on using the motion sensor.
The impulse is calculated by finding the “area” under the force-time curve during the collision
using DataStudio. This area has the units of force × time, or N-s. You will be comparing this to
the change in momentum of your cart. Momentum has units of kg-m/s. Show that units of N-s are
equivalent to momentum units in your notes.

Impulse and momentum in “sticky” collisions
Screw the clay cup from the unused force sensor into the bracket at the end of the track, and set up
the motion sensor to measure the velocity of the cart as it moves down the track. The force sensor
on the cart you are using should still have the clay cup attached to it. Give the cart a quick push
down the leveled track so that it sticks to the clay on the end bracket. Disregard any trial when it
doesn’t stick securely. Display graphs of the force and the velocity as functions of time as the cart
travels down the track and sticks to the end.
To find the impulse (the area under the force-time plot), click on the same icon that you use to
determine means and standard deviations in the Graph toolbar. At the bottom of the drop-down
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menu by the Σ icon, you should find the “area” option. After selecting the “area” option, use the
cursor with the left mouse button depressed to draw a rectangular box around the region of interest
on the force-time graph. DataStudio will then display the “area under the curve” for this region
of data in units of N-s. Now compare the values of the impulse of the contact force during the
collision with the change in momentum of the cart. What conclusion can you draw from your data?
Several trials may be necessary to discover a pattern. Remember that impulse and momentum are
vector quantities, so the positive x-directions for the force sensor and the motion sensor need to be
considered carefully.

Impulse and momentum in “bouncy” collisions
Replace the clay cups with the springs to produce a bouncy collision at the end of the track. Again
compare the values of the impulse of the contact force during the collision with the change in
momentum of the cart. What conclusion can you draw from your data? Several trials may be
necessary.

Summary for impulse and momentum in collisions
Summarize your conclusions for “sticky” and “bouncy” collisions clearly and concisely before
proceeding. Based on your observations, how do the results compare when the collision conditions
change?

Conservation of momentum
Using the motion sensor with clay cups on both carts, explore whether the sum of the momenta
of the two carts is the same before and after a “sticky” collision. We investigate only the “sticky”
collision, because we can determine the total momentum with only one velocity measurement
before the collision and one after. That is all the motion sensor can do.

Equal cart masses
Push the cart closest to the motion sensor toward the second stationary cart so the carts stick
together and move off together after the collision. Compare the momentum of the system of the
two carts just prior to the collision with the combined momentum just after the collision. Several
trials may be necessary to get a good measurement of the velocity after collision, where the carts
stick together.

Unequal cart masses
Add two steel bars to the cart closest to the motion sensor and repeat the experiment. Compare
once again the momentum of the two-cart system before and after the collision. Several trials are
in order.
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Summary for conservation of momentum
Summarize your conclusions for equal and unequal cart masses clearly and concisely before going
to the Synthesis section. Based on your observations, how are the results changed by varying the
cart masses? What predictions can be made regarding the total momentum of both carts just prior
to a collision compared to the total momentum of both carts just after the collision? Do your
experimental momentum measurements results agree with your predictions about the momentum
of the two-cart system before and after the collision?

Synthesis
Using your observations on forces between interacting objects, discuss how the impulses given to
the carts in a two-cart collision are (should be) related. (Refer to Newton’s Third Law.) From your
observations of impulse and momentum, how do the momenta of the two carts change during a
collision if the contact forces during the collision represent for all practical purposes the net forces
acting on the carts? Remember that the change in any quantity is defined as the final value minus
the initial value. Impulse and momentum are vector quantities, so you need to pay close attention
to directions as well as magnitudes.
Before you leave the lab please:
Quit all computer applications that you may have open.
Put the hooks back on the force sensors.
Place equipment back in the plastic tray as you found it.
Report any problems or suggest improvements to your TA.

Lab 9. Work and Energy
Goals
• To apply the concept of work to each of the forces acting on an object pulled up an incline
at constant speed.
• To compare the total work on an object to the change in its kinetic energy as a first step in
the application of the so-called Work-Energy Theorem.

Introduction
The notion of ÒworkÓ has a special meaning in physics. When the applied force is constant in
magnitude and direction, and the motion is along a straight line, the formula for work reduces
to:
W = F d cos θ = (F cos θ)d = F (d cos θ)

(9.1)

where F is the magnitude of the force, d is the magnitude of the displacement, and θ is the angle
between the force vector and the displacement vector. As magnitudes, F and d are always positive
quantities, so the sign of the work is determined by the factor of cos θ.
If the force is not constant, then one must sum the work done over each of a series of very small displacements, where the force is approximately constant over each small displacement. In calculus,
this process is described in terms of integration.
The concept of work is most useful for point particles in the presence of conservative forces (no
friction). Because work is a scalar and forces are vectors, problems that can be solved using the
work concept are usually easier to solve by using work than by using NewtonÕs Second Law.

Work done on a cart moving at constant velocity
Carefully place the wooden block on edge under the end of the track opposite the pulley so that
the track is at an angle of 4–5°. Hint: “Hooking” the small rubber feet on the bottom of the track
over the edge of the block will keep the track from slipping and changing the angle if the track
is bumped. Determine the angle of the ramp to within about one-tenth of a degree. A protractor
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canÕt be read accurately enough; use some trigonometry! Measure the mass of the cart and the
mass of one of the black steel bars. A steel bar will be placed in the cart for this experiment.

Work done by you on the cart with spring scale parallel to track
Using the small spring scale held parallel to the ramp, pull the cart with the steel bar on board
at a slow constant velocity up the ramp a distance of 0.5 m. From the definition of work in your
textbook or the Introduction above, calculate the work done by you in pulling the cart up the
ramp. Be careful of units! The gram readings of the spring scale need to be converted to newtons
appropriately.
Repeat the measurement as you carefully lower the cart down the ramp at constant velocity.

Work done by you on the cart with spring scale inclined 60° to track
Pull the cart up the track through the 0.5 m distance at constant velocity while holding the spring
scale at an angle of 60° with respect to the ramp. Again calculate the work done by you in pulling
the cart up the ramp. Compare these values and comment on the results.
Repeat the measurement as you carefully lower the cart down the ramp at constant velocity.

Work done by gravity on the cart as it moves up and down the ramp
Draw a free-body force diagram of the cart being pulled up the ramp. (Ignore friction.) You have
already computed the work you did as the cart was pulled up the ramp. Now calculate the work
done by each of the other forces. Show the steps of your analysis carefully here and be careful of
signs.
Repeat the free-body diagram and work calculations for the cart as it moves down the ramp. Use
a table to show the values of the work done by each force acting on the cart for the 0¡ and 60¡
orientations of the spring balance. Sum the values of the work to find the total work done by all
the forces acting on the cart for each of the two cases.
When a net force begins to act on an object at rest, the object begins to move. One can argue
mathematically (see your textbook for the details) that the work done on the object (neglecting
friction) is equal to the change in its kinetic energy if we define the kinetic energy to be mv 2 /2,
where m is the mass of the object and v is its speed. Remember that the net force on the cart is
zero when it moves with constant velocity.
Based on the Work-Energy Theorem, what total work would you expect for each case? Did your
calculated total work values behave in accordance with these expectations? Make quantitative
comparisons between your expected and experimental results. Explain.

Applying the Work-Energy theorem to an accelerating cart
Before beginning this investigation, level the track. Then add or subtract paper clips on the end
of the string as necessary to cancel the frictional forces acting on the pulley and cart as the cart
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moves toward the pulley end of the track. When you have achieved the correct balance between
the weight of the paper clips and the friction, the net force on the cart will be very close to zero.
Then the acceleration of the cart should also be very close to zero. (What will the velocity-time
graph look like if the acceleration is zero?) Give the cart a gentle push toward the pulley and use
DataStudio with the Smart Pulley sensor to measure the acceleration. Adjust the number of paper
clips as necessary to “fine-tune” the apparatus, so that the average acceleration is as close to zero
as possible.
Place a 20-g mass on the end of the string in addition to the paper clips. The net force on the
system (cart plus hanging mass) is now the weight of the 20-g mass. As the cart moves and the 20g hanging mass descends, work is done by the gravitational force on the cart-hanging mass system.
Is work done by any other forces acting on the system? Remember that we have “cancelled out”
the frictional force with the paper clips, so friction need not be considered here.
Move the cart to the end of the track opposite the pulley and release it from rest. Click the “Start”
button in DataStudio a couple seconds before releasing the cart. This ensures that you get some
data before the cart is released. With the Smart Pulley, DataStudio defines the position of the cart
at the beginning of data collection to be zero. This will be helpful below.
Take appropriate data to address the question of whether the total work done on the system is
equal to the change in kinetic energy. Note that the computer can calculate the total work done
since the system was released from rest and the instantaneous value of the kinetic energy in real
time as the cart moves. Use the “Calculate” function of DataStudio found on the main toolbar to
define expressions for the work done on the system and for the kinetic energy. Your TA can assist if
necessary. Be sure to show the reasoning used to get these expressions in your lab notes. These
defined quantities can then be displayed on a graph just like other measured quantities. Displaying
the work and the kinetic energy on the same graph provides the simplest method for comparing the
two as a function of time.
Print out the results and discuss your findings. Be sure to address the issue of “change in kinetic
energy” versus just “kinetic energy.” Are they ever the same?

Applying the Work-Energy theorem to a simple pendulum
You are provided with a simple pendulum consisting of a small cylindrical mass hanging on the
end of a string. The goal here is to predict and to measure the speed of the cylindrical mass as
it passes through the vertical position after it is pulled back to some initial angle and released
from rest. While NewtonÕs Second Law definitely applies to this system, the math is complicated
because the acceleration of the mass along the arc is not constant. None of the kinetic equations for
constant acceleration apply. Using work and energy is the simplest method to solve this problem.
To make the prediction, we need to compute the total work done on the mass by all of the forces
acting on it as it moves along the circular arc from its original launch position to the bottom of the
arc, where the string is oriented vertically.
Draw a free-body force diagram of the cylindrical mass just after it is released, identifying clearly
all the forces acting on it. Ignore air friction, because it is very small at the speeds attained by
the mass. Express the work done by each force that appears on your free-body diagram in terms
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of symbols (not numbers). Remember that work is done when an object is displaced along the
direction of the applied force. From the expression for total work, you should now be able to write
a general mathematical expression for the speed of the mass as it passes through the bottom of the
arc.
The photogate must be positioned carefully to determine the speed of the cylindrical mass as it
swings through the bottom of the arc. Configure DataStudio to make this measurement. Remember to enter the appropriate “flag length” in the Photogate Setup window so that DataStudio can
calculate the velocity correctly.
Take the necessary measurements to calculate the total work done on the bob as it moves from its
initial position to the bottom of its arc. Start with the string oriented approximately 45° relative
to the vertical. Draw a diagram showing your experimental setup and indicate on the diagram the
values of any measured quantities you need to compute the work done on the bob. Then use the
Work-Energy Theorem to predict the speed of the mass at the bottom. Finally, make at least three
speed measurements with DataStudio, releasing the bob from the same initial position. Explain in
detail your experimental procedure. Show and explain all of your numerical calculations.
Compare the experimental average speed to your prediction from the Work-Energy Theorem using
the experimental standard deviation. How many standard deviations is your experimental value
from your prediction? If your experimental and predicted values differ by more than three standard
deviations, carefully check your calculations and procedures for possible errors.

Summary
Now that you have explored the notion of work and the Work-Energy Theorem, summarize what
you have learned and state your overall conclusions for this lab.
Before you leave the lab please:
Quit all computer applications you may have open.
Place equipment back in the plastic tray as you found it.
Report any problems or suggest improvements to your TA.

Lab 10. Ballistic Pendulum
Goals
• To determine the launch speed of a steel ball for the short, medium, and long range settings
on the projectile launcher apparatus using the equations for projectile motion.
• To use the concepts of gravitational potential energy and conservation of mechanical energy
to determine the speed of the ball plus pendulum as it first begins to swing away from the
vertical position after the “collision.”
• To explore the relationships between the momentum and kinetic energy of the ball as launched
and the momentum and kinetic energy of the ball plus pendulum immediately after the ball
is caught by the pendulum apparatus.

Introduction
The “ballistic pendulum” carries this name because it provides a simple method of determining
the speed of a bullet shot from a gun. To determine the speed of the bullet, a relatively large
block of wood is suspended as a pendulum. The bullet is shot into the wooden block so that it
does not penetrate clear through it. This is a type of “sticky” collision, where the two masses
(bullet and block) stick to one another and move together after the collision. By noting the angle to
which the block and bullet swing after the collision, the initial speed can be determined by using
conservation of momentum. This observation incorporates some predictions that we can check. In
this experiment, the ballistic pendulum apparatus will be used to compare the momentum of the
steel ball before the “collision” to the momentum of the ball and pendulum apparatus, equivalent
to the wooden block plus the bullet, after the collision. A comparison of the kinetic energy of the
ball before the collision with the kinetic energy of the system afterward will also be made.
Figure 10.1 shows a diagram of the ballistic pendulum apparatus. For the ballistic pendulum
experiment, the projectile launcher from the projectile motion laboratory is mounted horizontally
so that the pendulum can catch the emerging steel ball. The angle indicator can be used to measure
the maximum angle reached by the pendulum as it swings after the collision. The angle indicator
should read close to zero when the pendulum is hanging in the vertical position. If the reading
is measurably different from zero, then take the difference in the angle readings (maximum angle
reading minus initial angle reading).
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forces on the ball and pendulum system during the swing are small (negligible). The increase in
gravitational potential energy is just the weight of the pendulum times the change in height, and
the change in height can be computed from the maximum angle of the pendulum swing and some
straightforward trigonometry. Since the pendulum is not a point mass, the change in potential
energy is given by the change in height of its center of gravity. The center of gravity can be located
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by removing it from its support screw at the top and then balancing it on a “knife edge”. (A thin
ruler works.) While you have the pendulum disassembled, be sure to measure the mass of the
pendulum and the distance from the pivot point at the top to the center of gravity.
Mount the pendulum so that it will catch and trap the steel ball before proceeding. Be gentle as
you screw in the pendulum support rod; it does not need to be tight. Now launch the ball into the
pendulum using the short, medium, and long range settings of the projectile launcher. Repeat each
measurement several times and take appropriate averages. (Remember to check the initial angle of
the pendulum at rest.)
From your data calculate the speed of the pendulum and ball together just after the collision.
Multiply by the appropriate mass to get the momentum. The momentum of the ball-pendulum
system just after the collision is now known.

Is momentum conserved?
Compare the initial momentum of the ball and pendulum system before the collision with the final momentum of the same system just after the collision using your calculated velocities and
measured masses just before and just after the collision. Is momentum conserved? You cannot
answer this question without comparing the difference between the two momenta with the uncertainty of this same difference. If the difference between the momenta is more than three times the
uncertainty of the difference, the odds of the difference being due to random variations is small—
your data do not support conservation of momentum in this case. If you expect momentum to be
conserved, examine your calculations and procedures for errors.

Is kinetic energy conserved?
Since you know the masses and speeds of the objects before and after the collision, you can calculate the kinetic energies of the system before and after the collision. Is kinetic energy conserved?
To answer this question, you will need to estimate your experimental uncertainties and compare
them with any observed differences, as you did to test conservation of momentum. Assuming that
momentum is conserved before and after the collision, find a general symbolic mathematical expression for the ratio of the final kinetic energy over the initial kinetic energy. You may need some
help from your TA here. Using the data from your earlier calculations, compare your experimental
kinetic energy ratio to that predicted by assuming momentum is conserved. Is it the same ratio? Is
overall energy conserved in this collision? If so, what forms of energy would need to be included
to satisfy the general energy conservation principle?
Footnote: A simplification has been made by assuming that the pendulum consists of a point mass
on the end of a string whose length is equal to the distance from the pivot point to the center of
gravity. When the pendulum swings, it necessarily rotates. This suggests that some rotational
kinetic energy is imparted to the ball and pendulum system along with its translational kinetic
energy (mv 2 /2). If significant, this would produce a systematic error in the calculated speed of the
ball and pendulum system after the collision. Would it make the calculated speed too high or too
low? Can you detect any systematic error in your calculated values? Discuss.
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Summary
Mechanical energy and momentum are conserved only when certain conditions are met. Qualitatively summarize your results, explaining why the collision between the ball and the pendulum
conserves momentum but not mechanical energy. Similarly, explain why the motion of the pendulum during its swing conserves mechanical energy but (apparently) not momentum.
Before you leave the lab please:
Quit all computer applications that you may have open.
Place equipment back in the plastic tray as you found it.
Report any problems or suggest improvements to your TA.

Lab 11. Buoyancy
Goals
• To experimentally determine the relationship between the buoyant force on an object that
displaces a known weight of water.
• To compare the buoyant behavior of an object more dense than water with that of an object
less dense than water.
• To calculate the densities of aluminum and wood cylinders from your data and to compare
these densities to handbook values.

Introduction
Buoyancy is the name given to the force that arises when an object displaces a fluid (either a gas
or a liquid) in a force field (usually gravity). The buoyant force is responsible for keeping ships
from sinking and for keeping hot air balloons in flight. In the absence of other forces, the net force,
FN et , acting on a partially or totally submerged object is the sum of the gravitational force, Fg , and
the buoyant force, FBuoyant , which is oppositely directed. This can be written in equation form
as
FN et = Fg − FBuoyant

(11.1)

In this lab, you will measure the buoyant forces acting on two cylinders as they are submerged in
water, and from these measurements, calculate their average densities. The cylinders are marked
at centimeter intervals along their lengths. The cylinders are lowered into a beaker with their long
axes perpendicular to the water surface, so the volume submerged, Vs , is
Vs = πR2 Ls = ALs

(11.2)

where Ls is the length of the submerged portion of cylinder, R is the cylinder radius, and A is the
cylinderÕs cross-sectional area. The weight of the water displaced by the object is given by
Ws = ρw V s g
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where ρw is the density of water (1.000 × 103 kg/m3 ).

Buoyant force on an object more dense than water
Refer to the Force Sensor section of the Computer Tools Supplement at the back of the lab manual
for specific instructions regarding connecting the force sensors to the computers. The force sensor
uses one of the analog input channels (A, B, or C) on the SW 750 interface.
Carefully hang the aluminum cylinder on the force sensor. With the lab jack near its maximum
height, adjust the position of the force sensor so that the cylinder sits completely inside the tall
beaker without bumping the sides. Then add water to the beaker until the aluminum cylinder is
completely submersed. This ensures that the beaker has enough water to cover the cylinder, but is
not so full that water will spill when the cylinder is immersed. Use water from the sink at the back
of your lab.
To begin the experiment, lower the lab jack so that the aluminum cylinder is completely out of the
water. With the aluminum cylinder hanging in the air, tare the force sensor. This sets the force
sensor reading to zero with the entire weight of the cylinder applied. The force sensor reading as
the cylinder is immersed will then equal the change in force, that is, the upward buoyant force.
Since the force sensor in this orientation reads positive for upward forces, the upward buoyant
force will be sensed directly as a positive force.
Now vary Ls , the length of the cylinder that is submerged (in 1-cm increments), measuring the
buoyant force for each increment, until the cylinder is completely submerged. Try to complete
these measurements within about five minutes. This minimizes the effect of sensor drift on the
force readings.
Make a graph that compares the buoyant force (on the y-axis) with the weight of the water displaced
(on the x-axis) for each value of Ls . From the graph, can you deduce a simple mathematical
relationship between the two? Discuss/Explain. Look up Archimedes’ Principle in a textbook. Do
your results support the validity of Archimedes’ Principle?

Buoyant force on an object less dense than water
Do not remove the threaded screw in the top of the wood cylinder! Its mass is negligible relative
to the mass of the cylinder itself. Do not screw the cylinder more than 5 mm (about 1/4 inch) into
the force sensor. The force sensor can be damaged by screwing it in too far.
Replace the aluminum cylinder with the wood cylinder, which attaches directly to the force sensor
by a screw. Again, measure the buoyant force as the submerged portion of the cylinder is increased
in 1-cm increments. Do the buoyant force and the weight of the displaced water obey the same
relation in this case? Discuss/explain.
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Relative density of aluminum and wood
Show that the density of any solid unknown material ρU nknown obeys the following relationship:
WU nknown
ρU nknown
=
ρw
FM axBuoyant

(11.4)

where WU nknown is the weight of the unknown object, FM axBuoyant is the maximum buoyant force
on the object when it is totally submerged in water, and ρw is the density of water.
Use Equation 11.4 to calculate the density of the aluminum and the wood. Compare your calculated
densities with accepted values from a textbook or handbook. A copy of the Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics should be in your lab room. Do they agree within the limits of expected error for this
experiment? If your measurement and the handbook value disagree by more than three standard
deviations, carefully examine your calculations and procedures for possible sources of error.

Some questions for extra credit
For extra credit, you may address the following questions in your notes:
1. How can an aircraft carrier (or a concrete canoe) float when the density of the material used
to build it is greater than the density of water?
2. Does air create a buoyant force? If so, estimate the magnitudes of the buoyant forces due to
the atmosphere on your wood and aluminum cylinders?
3. Is the direction of the buoyant force always opposite the direction of the gravitational force?
4. Does the buoyant force on a totally submerged object change as the object moves farther and
farther below the surface of the fluid?
Before you leave the lab please:
Exit the DataStudio program on the computer.
Replace the small hook in the force sensor.
Straighten up your lab station.
Report any problems or suggest improvements to your TA.
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Lab 12. Vibrating Strings
Goals
• To experimentally determine the relationships between the fundamental resonant frequency
of a vibrating string and its length, its mass per unit length, and the tension in the string.
• To introduce a useful graphical method for testing whether the quantities x and y are related
by a “simple power function” of the form y = axn . If so, the constants a and n can be
determined from the graph.
• To experimentally determine the relationship between resonant frequencies and higher order
“mode” numbers.
• To develop one general relationship/equation that relates the resonant frequency of a string
to the four parameters: length, mass per unit length, tension, and mode number.

Introduction
Vibrating strings are part of our common experience. Musical instruments from all around the
world employ vibrating strings to make musical sounds. Anyone who plays such an instrument
knows that changing the tension in the string changes the resonant frequency of vibration. Similarly, changing the thickness (and thus the mass) of the string also affects its frequency. String
length must also have some effect, since a bass violin is much bigger than a normal violin. The
interplay between these factors is explored in this laboratory experiment.
Water waves, sound waves, waves on strings, and even electromagnetic waves (light, radio, TV,
microwaves, etc) have similar behaviors when they encounter boundaries from one medium to
another. In general all waves reflect part of the energy and transmit some into the new medium.
In some cases the amount of energy transmitted is very small. For example a water wave set up in
your bathtub moves down the length of the tub and hits the end. Very little energy is transmitted
into the material of the tub itself and you can observe a wave of essentially the same size as the
ÒincidentÓ wave being reflected. The clamps at the ends of a string provide similar boundaries
for string waves such that virtually all the energy of the wave is reflected back and the wave travels
from one end to the other. The wave “bounces” back and forth. If waves are sent down a string
of some length at a constant frequency, then there will be certain frequencies where the reflected
waves and the waves being generated on the string interfere constructively. In other words the
peaks of the incident waves and the peaks of the reflected waves coincide spatially and thus add
55
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together. When this occurs, the composite wave no longer “travels” along the string but appears
to stand still in space and oscillate transversely. This is called a “standing wave” for obvious
reasons. A marching band that is marching “in place” but not moving is a fair analogy. You can
easily demonstrate this phenomenon with a stretched rubber band. These standing waves occur
only at particular frequencies, known as resonant frequencies, when all the necessary conditions
are satisfied. These necessary conditions depend on the factors mentioned above, such as whether
the string is clamped tightly at the ends or not (i.e., the boundary conditions), the length of the
string, the tension in the string, and the mass of the string.
With this in mind, we will systematically explore how the resonant frequency depends on three of
the four factors listed above. In all cases our strings are clamped or held tightly at both ends; we
consistently use the same boundary conditions. Finally, we will search for a single equation that
describes the effect of length, tension, and mass per unit length on the resonant frequency.

Equipment set up
A schematic diagram of the set up is shown in Figure 12.1. Connect the speaker unit to the output
terminal (marked with a wave symbol) and the ground terminal (marked with the ground symbol)
of the ScienceWorkshop interface unit. The interface unit can be configured to produce a voltage
that varies sinusoidally at a known frequency. In the Experimental Setup window, click on the
image of the output terminal (marked with a wave symbol). In the window that appears, make sure
that the waveform pull down menu is set to Sine Wave. Use the frequency and voltage windows
to set the frequency and output voltages, respectively. Keep the output voltage below 4.5 V. Click
the “Auto” button (which toggles the Auto function off), then click the ÒOnÓ button to start the
voltage generator.
This voltage drives an audio speaker mechanism that lacks the diaphragm that normally produces
the sound. You will nevertheless hear some sound from the speaker drive mechanism. (This sound
can be irritating, so use the minimum voltage required to make good measurements.) This speaker
drive oscillates in synchrony with the drive voltage and is connected to the string via an “alligator”
clip.
Caution: Do not apply loads greater than 10 kg to the end of the string!

Effect of string length on resonant frequency
Start with the 1.3 g/m string (see the tag attached to the end of string) and hang a total mass of 5
kg, including the mass of the mass hanger, on the end of the string. Determine the fundamental
resonant frequency for five or six different string lengths. Plucking the string with your finger near
the middle point excites a vibration of the string primarily in its fundamental resonant mode (also
called the first harmonic). Pluck the string and note how the string vibrates. The vibration of the
string stops a short time after you pluck it because of energy losses due to air friction. The speaker
drive allows you to pump energy into the vibrating system at the same rate that it is lost, so that the
vibration can be maintained for as long you wish. The string will vibrate strongly only at certain
well-defined frequencies. By adjusting the frequency of the speaker drive slowly while watching
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Make sure that the string lengths that you test are approximately uniformly spaced between 0.4
m and approximately 1.7 m. (The maximum string length is limited by the length of the table.)
By graphical means determine a mathematical function for the fundamental resonant frequency,
f, as a function of L, where L is the length of the vibrating string as determined by the placement
of the alligator clip. Do you get a linear graph if you plot f on the y-axis and L on the x-axis?
Instead, try plotting f on the y-axis and 1/L on the x-axis. What important property of the wave on
the string can be determined from this graphical analysis? (Feel free to refer to your text or the
web.) The units of the slope of this graph (assuming it is linear) provide information on what this
quantity might be. Explain your reasoning!

3. Effect of string mass-per-unit-length on resonant frequency
For this set of experiments, use the maximum string length employed in above and hang a total
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the string you should be able to find the frequency that makes the string vibrate in its fundamental
resonant mode. You can recognize the fundamental resonant frequency easily because the whole
middle portion of the string oscillates up and down like a jump rope; the fundamental resonance
can be thought of as the “jump rope mode.” For best results you must continue adjusting the
speaker drive until you have found the ÒmiddleÓ of the resonance, where the amplitude of the
vibration is maximized.
Note that the distance from the alligator clip to the top of the pulley where the string is held tightly
determines the length of the vibrating string. The alligator clip does vibrate slightly but the string
behaves very nearly as if the clip defines a clamped end. (The motion of the alligator clip cannot
be ignored for very heavy strings. For these, you may have to visually locate the point near the
alligator clip which appears to be clamped and doesnÕt vibrate.)
Make sure that the string lengths that you test are approximately uniformly spaced between 0.4 m
and approximately 1.7 m. (The maximum string length is limited by the length of the table.) By
graphical means determine a mathematical function for the fundamental resonant frequency, f , as
a function of L, where L is the length of the vibrating string as determined by the placement of the
alligator clip. Do you get a linear graph if you plot f on the y-axis andL on the x-axis? Instead, try
plotting f on the y-axis and 1/L on the x-axis. What important property of the wave on the string
can be determined from this graphical analysis? (Feel free to refer to your text or the web.) The
units of the slope of this graph (assuming it is linear) provide information on what this quantity
might be. Explain your reasoning!

Effect of string mass-per-unit-length on resonant frequency
For this set of experiments, use the maximum string length employed in above and hang a total
of 5 kg on the end of the string. Test the four the strings in the box, noting the mass per unit
length (µ) indicated on the attached cards. Find the fundamental oscillation frequency for each
of the strings at your station. Remember that you already took one data point while observing
the effect of string length. Determine graphically whether the relationship between fundamental
frequency, f , and the mass per unit length, µ, that is f (µ), is a simple power function. If so, find
the equation for frequency as a function of mass/unit length. Refer to the Uncertainty-Graphical
Analysis Supplement in this lab manual for details. Compare your experimental findings with the
theoretical relation found in your textbook for waves on strings.

Effect of string tension on resonant frequency
For these experiments, use a string with a mass/length between 1.0 and 6.0 g/m and a length of at
least 1.5 m. Determine the fundamental resonant frequency of the string as the total mass on the
end of the string is increased from 1.0 to 10.0 kg. The weight of the hanging mass will equal to the
tension in the string, T . Graphically determine whether the relationship between the fundamental
resonant frequency, f , and the string tension, T , is a simple power function. Again refer to the
Uncertainty-Graphical Analysis Supplement in the lab manual and compare your experimental
results with the theoretical predictions made in your textbook.
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Effect of harmonic mode number on resonant frequency
Using the 1.3 g/m string and the 3 kg hanging mass, set the length of the string to at least 1.5
m. So far you have looked at the fundamental frequency or first harmonic of the string vibration.
The second harmonic (mode number n = 2) will have a “jump rope” mode on each half of the
string but they will oscillate in opposite directions. Increase the driver frequency until you find
this resonance and record it. The third harmonic will have three “jump rope” modes on the string,
etc. At the very least you should collect the data for n = 1, 2, 3, and 4. If time allows, determine
frequencies for even higher n values.
Determine the relationship f (n) between the resonant frequency, f , and the mode number, n, by
graphical means.

Summary
Summarize your findings clearly and succinctly. Can you write a single mathematical function that
encapsulates all the relationships that you have discovered? That is f (T, µ, L, n). You should be
able to do this at least within a multiplicative constant. Note that taking the sum of the four relations
you determined above will not work. Compare your experimental results with those theoretically
predicted in your textbook. (This is sometimes included in a section on musical instruments.) Show
that the textbook formula is dimensionally correct. Be quantitative in your comparisons.
Before you leave the lab please:
Turn off the power to all the equipment.
Leave only the 1 kg mass hanger on the end of the 1.3 g/m string.
Straighten up your lab station.
Report any problems or suggest improvements to your TA.
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Lab 13. Spring-Mass Oscillations
Goals
• To determine experimentally whether the supplied spring obeys HookeÕs law, and if so, to
calculate its spring constant.
• To determine the spring constant by another method, namely, by observing how the oscillation frequency changes as the mass hanging on the end of the spring is varied.
• To learn how to use the Òuser-defined fitÓ capability of the DataStudio software to fit more
complicated experimental data.
• To add additional air resistance to the oscillating system and compare the resulting displacement as a function of time with the theoretical prediction given.

Introduction
If a spring is suspended vertically and a mass is hung from the bottom end of the spring, and the
mass is then pulled downward and released, the mass will oscillate up and down. In this experiment
we explore the nature of the force exerted by a “real” spring when it stretches. We determine if
the resulting force oscillation is “simple harmonic” and examine the effect of energy loss on its
motion. The term “simple harmonic” is applied to oscillatory motion that can be characterized by
a sinusoidal function; that is, the displacement follows a simple sine or cosine function.
This lab makes extensive use of curve fitting routines, where the computer fits a model to your
experimental data. Normally a model that omits important features of the experiment will fail to
describe the data well. Unfortunately, making a model more complex can give it the ability to
fit data for which the theory does not apply. (Some models can “fit an elephant”!) One defense
against this is to examine any predictions of the model (or theory) for reasonableness.

Force exerted by a stretched spring
In this exercise, you are to plot the force exerted by a spring as a function of its “stretch” (not
the overall length). Suspend the spring from a force sensor. Start by adding a 50 g mass to the
mass hanger, which also has a mass of 50 g, to make a total of 100 g of mass hanging from the
spring. Then increase the hanging mass in 100 g increments up to a total of 1200 g. Devise a
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method to measure the stretch of the spring. Then take the data. Remember to zero the force
sensor appropriately and to use SI units.
From your graph determine a mathematical equation relating the spring force to the stretch of
the spring. Compare your result to the HookeÕs Law model described in your textbook. Can you
characterize your real spring with a unique value of the spring constant (sometimes called the force
constant) as in HookeÕs Law? Based on your data and analysis, how “ideal” is your spring?

Spring-mass oscillations (neglect damping)
Experiment set-up
Hopefully you are convinced you that the spring you are using is well described by HookeÕs
Law. When the spring force is directly proportional to the displacement from equilibrium, the
displacement should then be sinusoidal for the oscillating mass. In this case, the spring force itself
should vary sinusoidally. That is, the spring force FSpring can be expressed in terms of sine and/or
cosine functions of time. In terms of the sine function,
FSpring (t) = A sin(ωt + φ)

(13.1)

where ω corresponds to the angular frequency of oscillation. The angular frequency has units of
radians/s and is just 2π times the ordinary frequency (Hz). A is the amplitude of the oscillation
and φ is the phase; changing φ changes the value of the sine function at time t = 0.
Hang a 1-kg mass from the spring and set up the force sensor to measure the force oscillations.
Increase the sampling rate of the force sensor to 20 Hz. Zero the force sensor when the mass is
hanging at equilibrium. Displace the mass about 5 cm from its rest position and release it. Using
DataStudio display the force on a graph for an elapsed time of 10 or 15 seconds. Now find “fit” in
the toolbar at the top of the graph window and choose Sine Fit. This fits a sinusoidal function of
the form A sin[2π(t − C)/B] + D to your data and displays the “best-fit” values of the constants
A, B, C, and D as found by a least squares technique. Comment on how accurately the fitted
sinusoidal function matches the actual data. The value of the period of the oscillation is given
by the constant B. Check to make sure that the value of B reported by the Sine Fit function is
reasonable. For instance, you can estimate the period using a watch or the computer clock over
several periods. When a curve fitting routine makes an error, it is usually a large one. You do not
need a very precise period measurement to perform a useful check on the results of the curve fitting
routine.
Perform a simple test of the effect of amplitude on the period of oscillation by displacing the
mass about 20 cm from its rest position and releasing it. Display the force on a graph and try
the Sine Fit function on this data. Again comment on how accurately the fitted function matches
the data and note the value of the period of oscillation. Based on this limited data, how does
the oscillation period depend on the amplitude of the oscillation? Compare this behavior with
the effect of amplitude on the period of the simple pendulum, which you measured in an earlier
lab.
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Effect of mass on the oscillation period
Vary the total hanging mass including the mass of the 50-g hanger from 200 g to 1200 g, determining the period of the oscillation for each mass value using the techniques from the previous
section. It is a good idea to zero the force sensor with the mass at equilibrium prior to each run.
Your textbook shows that for an ideal spring the angular frequency of oscillation, ω, for a springmass system is related to the spring constant, k, and the hanging mass, m, by the relation:

ω=

k
m

1/2
(13.2)

We hope to determine k by measuring the period T as a function of the mass m on the end of
the spring. Because the slope of a line can be determined with low uncertainties, we want the
modify Equation 13.2 to get the equation of a line with slope k. Rewrite ω in terms of the period,
T , and solve Equation 13.2 for the mass, m. Show/explain why making a graph of m (on the
vertical axis) as a function of T 2 /4π 2 (on the horizontal axis) should be a straight line with a slope
value equal to the spring constant, k, and a vertical axis intercept of zero. Make such a graph
with your data. Compare the slope value of your graph with the spring constant determined using
forces measurements. Do they agree within the uncertainty limits of each? Does your graph have
a zero intercept as predicted by the analysis of an ideal spring? What is the intercept value and
corresponding uncertainty? What are the units of the intercept value?
HookeÕs Law applies to “ideal”, that is, massless springs. For ideal springs, the oscillation period
goes to zero as the hanging mass is reduced to zero. Thus the oscillation frequency would approach
infinity as the hanging mass approaches zero. Remove the hanging mass from your spring, stretch
it a small amount (0.5–1.0 cm), and let it go. Is the oscillation frequency of your spring by itself
infinite? How does it differ from an ideal spring?
When m (on the vertical axis) is plotted as a function of T 2 /4π 2 (on the horizontal axis), the
intercept value will be negative with a magnitude known as the “effective mass of the spring.”
Using energy considerations and some simplifying assumptions, one can show that the effective
mass should be about one-third of the total mass of the spring. How closely does the magnitude of
your intercept value compare to one-third of your spring mass?

Spring-mass oscillations with damping
The term “damping” is just a short way of saying that there are frictional forces which convert the
mechanical energy (potential and kinetic) of a system into heat. In our case we will use a thin piece
of cardboard moving back and forth through the air to provide damping. The cardboard piece has
a small hole punched in the middle allowing it to slide over the top of the mass hanger. Then you
can place any additional mass on top of the cardboard piece to hold it firmly in place. For this part
of the experiment we wish to have a total of 500 ± 5 g (including the mass of the cardboard and
the 50-g hanger; record the actual value used) hanging on the spring.
With the hanging mass and cardboard in place stretch the spring downward 8–10 cm from equilibrium and release it. Use DataStudio to plot the force as a function of time for 40–60 s. Make
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sure that force sensor reads zero at equilibrium, since we will assume this to be case when we fit
Equation 13.3 below to our data. You will notice that the amplitude of the oscillation decreases significantly during the experiment due to the damping effect of air on the piece of cardboard.
As discussed in your textbook, when the damping force is relatively small and proportional to the
velocity of the object, the oscillations can be described by a sinusoidal function with an amplitude that decreases exponentially (that is a negative power of e). We can check whether this is
true for the present system by fitting such a function to our data and determining whether it fits
appropriately.
At the top of the graph window, click on “Fit” and choose “User-Defined Fit” from the drop-down
menu. None of the other options is appropriate for our case. A small box will appear in the graph
window saying that the “User-Defined Fit” could not fit the data. Of course this is the case since
we haven’t specified the functional form of the fitting function to be used. Double click inside the
small box to bring up another window that allows us to specify the function to use in the fitting
procedure. In the space provided type:
a ∗ exp(−b ∗ x) ∗ sin(6.283 ∗ (x − c)/d)

(13.3)

This tells the software to attempt fitting a function of the form aebt sin[2π(t − c)/d] to your data,
where DataStudio represents the time t by the variable “x”. The value of “d” is the period of the
oscillation. The value of “a” is the amplitude of the oscillation at time t = 0, “b” is related to
the damping of the system, and “c” adjusts the phase of the sine wave to accommodate positive or
negative values of the function at time t = 0.
You are also asked to give some initial values to these parameters. Try a = 2.0, b = 0.03, c = 0,
and d = 1.0. After you have specified the functional form of the fitting function and have assigned
initial values to the fitting constants, click on “Accept” at the upper right hand side of the small
window. The fitting may take up to a minute to complete because the number of data points is
large (about 1000). When the fit is done, the actual “best-fit” values of the four constants will be
shown in the window just to the left of your initial guesses and also in a small box within the graph
window. Uncertainties (in the form of standard errors) will also be displayed for each value. In
the graph window check to make sure that the fitted function actually does a good job of fitting
the data. If the amplitude or phase of the fitted function differs significantly from the data (check
this carefully!), then you will need to choose some other initial values of the constants and try
again.
How closely does the fitted curve match your actual data? You may wish to expand the time scale
of a portion of your data so the fitted curve and the actual data can be seen more clearly and print it
out to support your conclusions here. What would happen if you tried to fit this data with the Sine
Fit function. Try it!
[The software starts with your initial guesses for the constants and calculates the function values
at the times for each of your data points. Then it takes the difference between the calculated “yvalue” (force in this case) and the measured “y-value” for the data point, and sums the squares of
these differences for all the data points. The program then minimizes the sum of the squares (hence
the name Òmethod of least squaresÓ) by guessing slightly different values for the constants and
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recalculating the sum of the squared differences. When it is satisfied that an actual minimum in
the sum has been found, the program displays the values of the constants that give that minimum
value.]
The decay constant b above describes how rapidly the amplitude of the oscillation falls with time.
It is proportional to the “damping constant”, which describes the effect of air resistance on the
motion. The reciprocal of b has units of time, and indicates the time required for the amplitude to
drop by a factor of 1/e (about 1/3) of its initial value. Estimate the time required for the oscillation
amplitude to reach 1/e of its initial amplitude using a watch or the computer clock. Is the value of
b reported by the User Defined Fit consistent with your estimate? Again, a precise estimate is not
required.
Compare the period of the damped pendulum with the period without damping, but with the same
total mass (± 5 g) on the end of the spring. Use your uncertainties in making this comparison.
Explain any differences you see. You may want compare the oscillation frequencies with and
without damping using the relationship for damped oscillations given in your textbook. To do this,
you will have to covert the b you measured using Equation 13.3 to the b used in the text.

Summary
Summarize your findings.
Curve fitting routines are powerful tools in science and engineering. They are simple examples of
computer models or simulations. Normally one derives a model from theoretical considerations,
then tests it against experiment. If the model is missing important features, it will generally fail
to describe the data well. Unfortunately, making a model more complex can give it the ability to
fit data for which the theory does not apply. The best defense against this is usually to examine
predictions of the model (or theory) for reasonableness, as you did above when you checked to see
if the output parameters were reasonable.
Before you leave the lab please:
Exit the DataStudio program on the computer.
Replace the small hook in the force sensor.
Straighten up your lab station.
Report any problems or suggest improvements to your TA.
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Uncertainty and Graphical Analysis
Uncertainties of measured values
All experimental results are uncertain to some degree due to the sensitivity of the measuring instruments and the reproducibility of the experimental conditions. Before using an experimental result,
it is necessary to estimate its uncertainty.

Mean and standard deviation of the mean
The goal of most quantitative experiments is to determine the value of a physical quantity. In many
experiments, the best estimate of a physical quantity is given by an average. The mean (or average)
value of a set of N measurements of x, (x1 , x2 , x3 , ...xN ), is given by

xavg

N
1 X
x1 + x2 + x3 + ... + xN
=
xi
=
N
N i=1

(14.1)

The individual measurements seldom agree exactly. The standard deviation of x, denoted σ(x),
indicates how far a typical measurement deviates from the mean:

r

(x1 − xavg )2 + (x2 − xavg )2 + (x2 − xavg )2 + (x3 − xavg )2 + ...(xN − xavg )2
N −1
#1/2
" N
X
1
=
(x1 − xavg )2
(14.2)
(N − 1) i=1

σ(x) =

A small standard deviation indicates that the measurements (x-values) are clustered closely around
the mean value, while a large standard deviation indicates that the measurements scatter widely
relative to the mean value. Thus a small standard deviation of a repeated measurement indicates
that this particular quantity is very reproducible and has a small uncertainty.
The best estimate of the uncertainty of the average (our estimate of the physical quantity) is called
the standard deviation (or standard error) of the mean, or σ(xavg ). Given a set of N measurements
of x, the best estimate of σ(xavg ) is generally given by:
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" N
#1/2
X
1
σ(x)
σ(xavg ) =
(x1 − xavg )2
=
N (N − 1) i=1
N

(14.3)

The standard deviation function of most spreadsheet programs (Excel, OpenOffice), DataStudio,
and calculators gives σ(x), from Equation 14.2. To calculate the standard deviation of the mean
from this number, you must divide by the square root of N , the number of data points.
On the other hand, the standard error provided by spreadsheet Regression functions and DataStudio’s curve fit function corresponds to the√standard deviation of the mean, σ(xavg ) from Equation 14.3. Do not
√ divide these numbers by N . These functions have already accounted for the
extra factor of N .

Other methods for estimating uncertainty
When several measured quantities are used in a calculation, a relatively crude measurement of one
quantity may contribute little to the overall uncertainty. If so, there is little point in improving the
measurement. To demonstrate that the uncertainty is small, we must provide an upper bound on
the uncertainty and show that it is indeed relatively small.
Smallest division
Most measuring devises have a a smallest division that can be read. In this case, one can use the
size of the smallest division as an upper bound on the uncertainty. In some cases, it is appropriate
to to use one-half of this smallest division. For instance the smallest division displayed on a meter
stick is usually 1 mm. The distance d is read to the nearest mark. Suppose, for example, you look
at the meter stick a few times and read d = 85 mm each time. Because you never measured 84 or
86 mm, you are confident that 84.5 ≤ d ≤ 85.5. That is, the magnitude of the uncertainty in d is
less than 0.5 mm. This is a useful upper bound.
Interpolation
If the uncertainty in such a measurement is not small relative to the other uncertainties in an experiment, a better estimate of the uncertainty is needed. In this case, taking the standard deviation of
the mean of multiple measurements is necessary. For instance, you can estimate d to one-tenth of a
mm using a meter stick. (Estimating values between the marks is called interpolation.) In this case,
repeated estimates, made with care, will disagree, and you can calculate the standard deviation of
their mean.
Manufacturer’s specification
The user manuals for many instruments (electronic ones particularly) often include the manufacturer’s specifications as to the “guaranteed” reliability of the readings. For example, the last digit
on the right of digital voltmeters and ammeters is notoriously inaccurate. In this case, it makes
sense to use the manufacturer’s specifications as a simple upper bound.
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Notation for uncertainties
Because we have several methods of estimating uncertainties, it helps to have a separate symbol
for uncertainty. We will represent the uncertainty of a quantity x by u(x). If the average and
standard deviation of x are available, the best estimate of x is generally xavg , and the best estimate
of the uncertainty of xavg is the standard deviation of its mean, σ(xavg ). Then u(xavg ) = σ(xavg ).
However you estimate an uncertainty, it is important to specify how the estimate was made.

Using error bars to indicate uncertainties on a graph
When plotting points (x, y) with known uncertainties on a graph, we plot the average, or mean,
value of each point and indicate its uncertainty by means of “error bars.” If for example the
uncertainty is primarily in the y quantity, we indicate the upper limit of expected values by drawing
a bar at a position ymax above yavg , that is, at position ymax = yavg + u(yavg ). Similarly, we we
indicate the lower limit of expected values by drawing a bar at position ymin = yavg − u(yavg ).
Figure 14.1 shows how the upper error bar at ymax and the lower error bar at ymin are plotted.
If the quantity x also has significant uncertainty, one adds horizontal error bars (a vertical error
bar rotated 90°) with rightmost error bar at position xmax and the leftmost error bar at position
xmin .
Occasionally one encounters systems where the upper and lower error bars have different lengths.
In this case, the upper uncertainty, u+ (yavg ) does not equal the lower uncertainty, u− (yavg ). This
often happens when the Minimum-Maximum method is used to estimate uncertainties.

y
(xavg, yavg)

ymax

xmin

xmax
ymin
x

Figure 14.1. Diagram of error bars showing uncertainties in the value of the x- and y-coordinates
and point (xavg , yavg ).
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measurements. We will the Minimum-Maximum method to estimate uncertainties in calculated
quantities.
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Let us start with a simple example. Assume that we have measured the quantity, x, and we need
to calculate a value for the function f (x) = 1/x. Say that several measurements of x have yielded
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xavg = 2.0, with an uncertainty u(xavg ) = σ(xavg ) = 0.1. As long as there is no confusion, this
can be reported as x = 2.0 ± 0.1.
The value of f (x) when evaluated at x = 2.0 is 0.50, but how does the uncertainty in x (the ± 0.1)
affect our value for f (x) (the 0.50)? For simple functions, the change in f (x) due to a change in
x, ∆x can be evaluated directly by calculating f (x + ∆x) and f (x − ∆x). Here ∆x = u(xavg )
and we have f (x + ∆x) = 1/(2.0 + 0.1) = 0.476. Similarly f (x − ∆x) = 1/(2.00.1) = 0.526.
[Note that for f (x) = 1/x, f (x) increases as x decreases and vise versa.] To plot error bars for
f (x = 2.0), we would put the upper error bar at 0.526 and the lower error bar at 0.476.
The uncertainty in f (x), u(f (x)), is just the length of the error bars. The Minimum-Maximum
method gives two uncertainties, u+ (f (x)) =|0.526 − 0.500| = 0.026 for the upper error bar and
u− (f (x)) = |0.476 − 0.500| = 0.24 for the lower error bar. This can be summarized by saying
that f (x) = 0.50 + 0.026, −0.024. Since the uncertainty is in the second place to the right of the
decimal it would be legitimate to round f (x) to 0.50 + 0.03, – 0.02. Notice that the plus and minus
uncertainties are not equal even after rounding.
In many cases, our goal is to use our uncertainty to compare our measured f (x) with another measurement or prediction. In this case, it is not necessary to calculate both u− (f (x)) and u+ (f (x)). If
the prediction is greater than f (x), then u+ (f (x)) (the length of the upper error bar) is the important quantity. Similar, if the prediction is smaller than f (x), u− (f (x)), the length of the lower error
bar, is the important quantity. Your knowledge of how f (x) varies with x will usually allow you to
guess whether (x + ∆x) or (x − ∆x) is needed. If you guess wrong, you just use the other.
For more complicated functions, say f (x, y), one calculates u+ (f (x, y)) by choosing the signs of
±∆x and ±∆y that together maximize the value of the function f (x, y). For instance, if f (x, y) =
x2 /y, then f (x, y) is maximized by choosing a high value of x and a low value of y. Similarly, the
function is minimized by choosing a low value of x and a high value of y. Therefore,

u+ (f (x, y)) =

(xavg + ∆x)2
(y − ∆y)

and

u− (f (x, y)) =

(xavg − ∆x)2
(y + ∆y)

(14.4)

Again, you do not need to compute both u+ (f (x)) and u− (f (x)) if your only goal is to compare
your measurement with a prediction or another measured value.
The Minimum-Maximum method is relatively easy to use, but it has some drawbacks that are
beyond the scope of this introduction. The problems are usually minor as long as the uncertainties
are small and u+ (f (x)) ≈ u− (f (x)).

Using uncertainties to compare to measurements or calculations
Uncertainties are used to determine whether two measurements or calculations of the same quantity
are consistent. For instance, you may have estimated an objects mass, mF/a , from force and acceleration measurements and the relation F = ma. You must decide whether this mass is consistent
with the value mbal you measure using an electronic balance.
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Under some rather general conditions, you can use the uncertainties u(mF/a ) and u(mbal ) to calculate the probability that two sets of measurements disagree. For the purposes of this course,
we will assume that the measurements disagree if their difference is greater than three standard
deviations, or three times the calculated uncertainty. If the two mass values are exactly the same,
then mdif = (mF/a − mbal ) = 0. The uncertainty in this difference, u(mdif ), can be expressed in
terms of u(mF/a ) and u(mbal ) using Equation ??.
q
u(mdif ) = u(mF/a )2 + u(mbal )2

(14.5)

If the two values of mass are consistent, we expect that, most of the time, mF/a − mbal <
u(mdif ). Random variations being what they are, there will be exceptions. Assuming that you
have made a large number of measurements (typically N ≥ 20), it is fair to say that there is a 95%
probability that that the measurements disagree if mF/a mbal > 2u(mdif ). If mF/a − mbal >
3u(mdif ), the probability that the two measurement disagree is over 99%. While the conclusion is
not so strong if you make fewer measurements, the probability of disagreement is usually greater
than 95% if N > 4. (Taking more data generally increases the confidence that can be placed in
the result, although the effect is small for N > 30). In this laboratory, you should conclude that
two measurements do not agree when they differ by more than three times the uncertainty of their
difference.
When the difference between two quantities (that should agree) differ by more than three times
the uncertainty in their difference, systematic errors are usually to blame. Uncertainties cannot
(and should not) account for systematic errors. You should carefully review your calculations and
measurements procedures for errors. If systematic errors appear to be significant, and you know
what they might be, you should describe them in your lab notes. If time permits, repeating a portion
of the experiment may be in order. Whatever your conclusion, your lab notes need to indicate how
you estimated your uncertainties.
In the United States, the best general authority on the reporting of uncertainties is the National
Institute of Standards and Technology.1 Their standards have been developed in consultation with
international standards bodies. That said, when the potential consequences of a decision are critical
or when the data are unusual in some way, it is wise to consult a qualified statistician.2

Determining functional relationships from graphs
Linear relations are simple to identify visually after graphing and are easy to analyze because
straight lines are described by simple mathematical functions. It is often instructive to plot quantities with unknown relationships on a graph to determine how they relate to one another. Since data
points have not only measurement uncertainties but also plotting uncertainties (especially when
drawn by hand), slopes and such should not be determined by using individual data points but by
using a “best-fit line” that appears to fit the data most closely as determined visually. If graphing
1

Barry N. Taylor and Chris E. Kuyatt, “Guidelines for Evaluating and Expressing the Uncertainty of NIST Measurement Results,” NIST Technical Note 1297, 1996 edition (National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland, 1994).
2
W. Edwards Deming, Out of the Crisis (MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1982).
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software is used, then the slope of the line can usually be determined by a computer using a “least
squares” technique. We won’t go into detail about these methods here.

Linear functions (y = mx + b)
If x and y are related by a simple linear function such as y = mx+b (where m and b are constants),
then a graph of y (on the vertical axis) and x (on the horizontal axis) will be a straight line whose
slope (“rise” over Ò“un”) is equal to m and whose y-axis intercept is b. Both m and b can be
determined once the graph is made and the “best-fit” line through the data is drawn. if x = 0 does
not appear on your graph, b can be found by determining m and finding a point (x, y) lying on the
“best-fit” line; then equation y = mx + b can be solved for b.

Simple power functions (y = axn )
In nature we often find that quantities are related by simple power functions with n = ±0.5, ±1, ±1.5, ±2,
etc., where a is a constant. Except for n = +1, making a simple graph of y (vertical axis) and
x (horizontal axis) for simple power functions will yield a curved line rather than a straight line.
From the curve it is very difficult to determine what the actual functional dependence is. Fortunately it is possible to plot simple power functions in such a way that they become linear.
Starting with the equation y = axn , we take the natural logarithm of each side to show
ln(y) = ln(axn ) = ln(a) + ln(xn ) = ln(a) + n ln(x)

(14.6)

If ln(y) is plotted on the vertical axis of a graph with ln(x) plotted on the horizontal axis (This is
often called a doubly logarithmic, or log-log graph.), then Equation 14.6 leads us to expect that the
result is a straight line with a slope equal to n and a vertical axis intercept equal to ln(a). If the
relationship between y and x is a simple power law function, then a graph of ln(y) as a function
of ln(x) will be linear, where the slope is n, the power of x, and the intercept being the natural
logarithm of the coefficient a. This is quite useful, because it is easy to determine whether a graph
is linear. If we suspect a simple power function relationship between two quantities, we can make
a log-log graph. If the graph turns out to be linear, then we are correct in thinking that it should be
a simple power function and can characterize the relationship by finding values for n and a.

Exponential functions (y = aebx )
Radioactive decay, the temperature of a hot object as it cools, and chemical reaction rates are often
exponential in character. However, plotting a simple graph of y (on the vertical axis) and x (on
the horizontal axis) does not generate a straight line and therefore will not be readily recognizable.
A simple graphical method remedies this problem. Starting with an equation for the exponential
function, (y = aebx ). We can take the natural logarithm of each side to show
ln(y) = ln(aebx ) = ln(a) + ln(ebx ) = ln(a) + bx

(14.7)
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If ln(y) is plotted on the vertical axis and x is plotted on the horizontal axis (This is called a semilog graph.), Equation 14.7 takes the form of a straight line with a slope equal to b and a vertical axis
intercept equal to ln(a). Thus any relationship between two variables of this simple exponential
form will appear as a straight line on a semi-log graph. We can test functions to check whether they
are exponential by making a semi-log graph and seeing whether it is a straight line when plotted
this way. If so, the values of a and b that characterize the relationship can be found.
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Computer Tools for Data Acquisition
Introduction to DataStudio
You will be using a computer to assist in taking and analyzing data throughout this course. The
software, called DataStudio, is made specifically to work with the black interface boxes (PASCO
Scientific’s Science Workshop 750 Interface) connected to your computer. This interface can accept up to four digital inputs, the four receptacles on the front left (numbered 1-4), and up to three
analog inputs, the three receptacles on the front right (labeled A, B, and C).
A digital input essentially detects either a “1” or “0”. In other words it can detect whether something is “on” or “off.” For compatibility with the integrated circuits inside the box, an electrical
voltage of zero volts represents the “off” state and a voltage of 5 volts represents the “on” state.
For example, a photogate consisting of an infrared light source in one arm and an infrared light
detector in the other arm gives a zero volt output to the computer when something blocks the beam
and gives a 5 volt output when the beam is unblocked. This allows the computer to time objects
as they pass through the gate. For the study of motion, timing is an important tool, so most of the
sensors that we plug into the interface will be of this digital nature.
The analog inputs detect electrical voltages between +10 volts and –10 volts. Thus the study of
electrical circuits can be done directly since the signals are already electrical in nature. Other
sensors can be constructed to convert forces, pressures, temperatures, etc., into electrical voltages.
These kinds of sensors also use the analog inputs. If the computer software knows the relationship
between the quantity of interest, say pressure, and the electrical voltage produced by the sensor,
then the computer can display the pressure directly rather than simply displaying the voltage.
The DataStudio software assumes that you are working in SI units (meters, kilograms, seconds,
and coulombs). Any numbers that you enter are assumed to be in these units, so convert any values
to SI units before entering them into the program.

Setting up a new experiment
Make sure that the Science Workshop 750 Interface (SW 750, housed in a black box) is turned on.
The on-off switch is located on the right rear of the box. When the power is on, a small green light
should be glowing on the far left side of the front panel. (NOTE: The computers will not recognize
the some of the SW 750 interface units if the interface is turned on after the computer has booted
up. Restarting the computer will solve this problem. Interfaces that are connected to the computers
via USB ports don’t have this idiosyncrasy.)
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The icon for the DataStudio software should be present on the left side of the desktop (the default
screen when the computer is first turned on) when the log-in process is complete. Start the DataStudio software by finding and clicking on the DataStudio icon on the desktop of the computer.
When DataStudio loads, a screen asking you what you want to do appears. Click on the “Create
Experiment” option. If for some reason the software did not find the interface, it will give you a
message to that effect. If necessary have the software scan again to find the interface or restart
the computer after checking to make sure that the interface is turned on. An “Experiment Setup”
screen should appear with a picture of the SW 750 interface when the interface is recognized and
all is well.
If you have been using DataStudio and want to start over, clicking on “New Activity” from the
drop-down menu under “File” allows you to start a new experiment with DataStudio. The Experiment Setup window should open automatically.

Choosing a sensor or sensors
Now you must choose the appropriate sensor to use for the particular exercise at hand. Usually the
required sensors are provided along with the apparatus for the day’s exercises. Sensors come in
two varieties, digital and analog. By looking at the connector on a sensor and comparing it to the
digital and analog input receptacles on the front of the interface, one can easily determine whether
it is an analog or digital sensor. Most sensors have only one connecting cable to the interface, but
the rotary motion sensor and the ultrasonic motion sensor (described below) have two cables to
be connected to adjacent digital inputs on the interface. Multiple sensors are also used in some
experiments. Plug the connecting cable(s) from the sensor(s) into the interface. If you are using
multiple sensors, this must be done in a thoughtful way so that you know what each sensor will be
measuring.

Setting up DataStudio for your sensor
So far you have made all the necessary hardware connections. Now you must tell DataStudio, the
software package, what sensor(s) you have connected and what quantities you wish to measure/
observe with each sensor, since one sensor may be able to “measure” directly or indirectly a number
of different variables such as position, velocity, and acceleration. On the computer monitor make
sure that you see the “Setup” screen that shows a picture of the SW 750 interface with yellow
circles around each input jack. If this screen is not displayed, find “Setup” on the tool bar at the
upper left of the DataStudio window and click on it. If, for example, you have connected a digital
sensor to digital Channel 1, move the cursor within the yellow circle surrounding the Channel 1
input and click it. This reveals an alphabetical list of all currently compatible digital sensors. Some
of them have special names. If all else fails, look on the sensor itself for the name and match it with
the appropriate name on the list. Move the cursor to the name of the sensor of choice, highlight it,
and click OK. The software should now display the chosen sensor connected to Channel 1 along
with a setup window specifically for that sensor. Change the default settings as necessary for your
particular experiment. Also adjust the sampling rate that tells the computer how often to take a
reading, or other quantities that are specific to your apparatus. The first time you use a new sensor,
explore this window carefully to make sure that you understand the possible options. Analog
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sensors are set up in a similar fashion.

Displaying data
On the left side of the DataStudio window you will see a list of “Data,” that is, the quantities you
have chosen in the setup phase to measure or were the default settings of the sensors that you
picked. If the “Data” list is not correct, go back to the setup windows for the sensors and make the
necessary adjustments. When you are satisfied with the “Data” list, you must choose how you wish
each quantity to be displayed. The lower left corner of the window lists the options for possible
“Displays.” The two most commonly used Displays are Graph and Table. For instance, if you wish
to display the data for Position (under the “Data” list) as a graph, place your cursor on the word
“Position” and drag and drop it onto “Graph”. If this is the first graph you have chosen, you will
see “Graph 1” displayed subordinately to Graph. If you drag and drop another quantity to Graph
1, they will be displayed in the same window with a common horizontal time scale. Dragging and
dropping another quantity simply to Graph will open Graph 2 in another window. Both formats
can be useful.

Printing graphs
Before printing out a graph make sure that the horizontal and vertical scales are adjusted to show
the data of interest in as large a format as possible. DataStudio allows you to adjust both scales
arbitrarily. Moving the cursor to one of the numbers along the horizontal scale causes it to morph
into “a spring with an arrow on each end.” Click and drag the cursor and the scale expands or
contracts. The vertical axis can be adjusted in a similar fashion. You can move the whole x and y
axes horizontally or vertically by moving the cursor over one of the axis lines until it morphs into
a small hand. Clicking and dragging now allows you to adjust the position of the axes horizontally
and vertically to give the best presentation of the desired data. Printing graphs in the “landscape”
format is usually preferred to the “portrait” format since the long edge of the graph is printed along
the long dimension of the paper—filling the sheet more efficiently and making the graph bigger.
Unfortunately “portrait” is the default setting. The “Print” command is in the drop-down menu
under “File” on the very top left hand corner of the main DataStudio window. “Print Setup” on
the same drop-down menu can be used to specify the “landscape” format. It will be there somewhere, but the exact location is printer dependent. If it is not readily apparent, choose the printer
“properties” tab and you should be able to find it under the options available in that window.

Uncertainty analysis with DataStudio
The mean, xavg , and standard deviation, σ(x), of a set of data are easily computed from tables and
graphs. (On graphs, you can highlight the data you want to average with the cursor.) Click on the
down arrow just to the right of the Σ on the toolbars at the tops of the graph and table windows
to calculate means and standard deviations. In DataStudio and Excel, it is important to distinguish
between the standard deviation of your data, σ(x), and the standard deviation of the mean, σ(xavg ),
which represents the uncertainty in xavg . These are defined in the Uncertainty/Graphical Analysis
Supplement to the lab manual. The standard deviation function in DataStudio and Excel returns
σ(x), the standard deviation of the selected data. To calculate the uncertainty in xavg , you must
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√
divide σ(x) by the N , where N is the number of selected data points. The “Count” function in
the Σ menu gives N , which you can use to compute σ(xavg ).
Linear “least squares fits” to graphical data (along with more complicated fits) are easily done. If
you wish to fit only part of the data, first highlight the data you want to fit. For a linear fit, the
software displays a box showing the slope and intercept of the linear equation along with standard
errors of the slope and the intercept values. The standard error corresponds to σ(xavg ). You can
find these options in the toolbars for the graph and table windows themselves. General curve fits
to data, including linear fits, are chosen by clicking the “Fit” box on the graph toolbar.

More details for specific sensors
Motion sensor (ultrasonic, digital)
Plug the leads from the motion sensor into the SW 750 using digital Channels 1 and 2. Note:
Any two adjacent digital channels will work for the motion sensor. The motion sensor sends out a
short high-frequency pulse of sound waves at about the limit of human hearing and measures the
time for the echo to return. Thus position, velocity, and acceleration can be computed with that
information. The sampling rate for the motion sensor is limited to 50 Hz or to 50 readings per
second. You may need to adjust this rate from the default setting of 10 Hz to optimize the data
collected for your particular experiment. Don’t hesitate to experiment a little to determine the best
setting. Position, velocity, and acceleration are the default data quantities. Deselect any unneeded
ones on the Setup window for the motion sensor. Then choose your mode of displaying the data
by dragging and dropping. Graphs are by far the most common display for this sensor. Positions
. 0.4 m and & 4 m cannot be measured by the device. At small distances the echo returns too
quickly to be measured reliably while at large distances the echo is too weak. Relatively smooth,
flat surfaces make better reflectors of sound. Beware of stationary objects close to your experiment
that may reflect the sound waves and give you spurious results.

Rotary motion sensor (digital)
Plug the leads from the rotary motion sensor (RMS) into the SW 750 using Channels 1 and 2.
Any two adjacent digital channels will work for the RMS. Note which channel is connected to
the yellow input connector. Internally this sensor consists of two photogates. You can get a brief
explanation of how it works at http:// www.sxlist.com/techref/io/sensor/pos/enc/quadrature.htm.
You need to tell DataStudio that the rotary motion sensor is connected to the SW 750, what quantity
is to be measured with the sensor, and how you want the resulting data displayed.
Click on one of the digital input channels outlined in yellow as shown in this window. A list of
digital sensors will be displayed. Find the RMS in the sensor list. Highlight it by clicking on it
with the cursor and hit OK. The RMS should now be displayed in the Experiment Setup window
as connected to the SW 750 interface. The Sensor Properties are shown in the bottom half of
the window. Under the measurement headings you find a list of all the measurements that the
Rotary Motion Sensor can make for you. The default choice is the angular position in degrees.
To measure position, velocity, and acceleration the software assumes that you are passing a string
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over a pulley placed on the shaft of the rotary motion sensor and then measuring the position,
velocity, and acceleration of some point on the string. For a particular rotation rate of the sensor
shaft, the string passing over a large radius pulley will be moving much faster than one over a
small radius pulley. Thus the circumference of the pulley must be chosen as the “Linear Scale”
under the “Rotary Motion Sensor” tab. If the standard black PASCO pulley is used, then you can
choose “Large Pulley (groove),” “Med Pulley (groove),” or “Small Pulley (groove),” and the correct
circumference will automatically be inserted in the “distance for one full rotation” box. For testing
purposes connect the RMS to Channels 1 and 2, and check the boxes under the “Measurement”
tab for “Angular Position, Ch 1&2 (deg)” and “Angular Velocity, Ch 1&2 (deg)” so they appear
in the “Data” window at the upper left side of the screen. Click and drag “Angular Position, Ch
1&2 (deg)” down to Graph in the display menu at the lower left side of the screen. Then click and
drag “Angular Velocity, Ch 1&2 (deg/s)” down to Graph 1 in the display menu. This should make
both graphs appear in the same window. (Note: If you drag both data items simply to Graph in
the display menu, then the graphs will appear in separate windows. There may be times when you
want it that way.)
Click on the “Start” button and spin the shaft of the rotary motion sensor. After a few seconds
click the “Stop” button. Since the computer arbitrarily set the scales of the graphs, the displayed
data may be too small or too large. Once the data is taken, DataStudio can change the scale of
the graphs to have the data fill the available space. The “Scale to Fit” feature must be applied to
each graph separately. Click anywhere on the graph to highlight it with a line box around it. Then
click on the “Scale to fit” icon on the far left in the toolbar at the top of the graph window or adjust
the horizontal axis and vertical axis scales separately as discussed previously. When the scaling
is complete, you can print out the graphs. Be sure that the graph window is highlighted so that’s
what gets printed. If you reverse the direction of rotation of the sensor shaft, the signs (+, –) of the
angular position and angular velocity change. Interchanging the input leads that are plugged into
Channels 1 and 2 also changes the signs of these measured quantities. This feature allows you to
choose the positive vertical axis for any experiment that you do.

Photogate (infrared so you won’t see the light!)—digital
Plug the “Accessory Photogate” into one of the four digital channel receptacles, say Channel 1.
Make sure that the plug is inserted all the way into the receptacle. The photogate consists of an
infrared light source in one arm and an infrared light detector in the other arm. It outputs zero
volts to the computer when something blocks the beam and 5 volts when the beam is unblocked.
Now that the hardware is connected, you need to inform the software what is connected to the
interface. If the Experiment Setup window is already displayed, click on Channel 1 to display a
list of digital sensors. If the Experiment Setup window is not displayed, click on Setup shown
at the upper left side of the main DataStudio window. Scroll down through these until you find
“photogate.” Highlight “photogate” and click OK. If done successfully, you should see a picture of
the photogate connected to the chosen digital channel. Note that there are two other sensor choices
with specialized photogate uses which are useful in some applications.
The software now understands that a photogate is connected to Channel 1, but does not know what
you want to measure. Click on one or more of the “measurements” displayed in the lower left side
of the Experiment Setup window. If you click on the box by the word, “Velocity (m/s),” then you
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must also set the “constant” value (the default is 0.050 m) to match the size of the object passing
through the beam. If the object size and the “constant” value don’t match, then displayed velocities
will differ from the true velocities by a constant scale factor. The “Time in Gate” is just the length
of time that the light beam is blocked and is displayed in seconds.
To take some test data find a pen or pencil, click on the “Start” button near the top left of the screen,
pass the pen or pencil back and forth through the photogate a few times, then click the “Stop” button
that appeared where the “Start” button had been. Click and drag the data measurements shown in
the upper left of the DataStudio window down to a single table for display purposes. The table
now displays some times along with voltages or time intervals or velocities depending on what
measurements you chose.
When you activate the “Start” button, an internal clock is started. When the light beam is blocked
or unblocked, the time when it is blocked or unblocked is recorded relative to the arbitrary “zero
time” point when you hit the “Start” button. If necessary, repeat the data collection process to aid
in clarifying any of the details. Notice that the second set of data is simply named “Run #2.”
If you wish to determine the velocity of your pencil as it passes through the photogate, enter the
diameter of the pencil (in meters) as the “constant” in the photogate setup window, uncheck the
“State, Ch# (V)” and “Time in Gate (s)” measurements, and check the “Velocity (m/s)” measurement. Drag the velocity measurement from the Data section at the upper left side of the screen
down to the Table display. Hit the “Start” button and you should now see velocity values displayed
along with a column of times. If you include the state voltages on the same table, you can figure
out where the times that are displayed actually come from. The “State, Ch# (V)” records a “state
voltage” of 0 volts at the instant the infrared light beam is blocked by some object starting to pass
through the photogate and records a “state voltage” of 5 volts at the instant the light beam is unblocked as the object moves out of the photogate. The corresponding times for the transitions from
an unblocked to a blocked state and vice versa are also displayed. These times are measured from
the instant that you hit the “Start” button. In and of themselves these times are not very useful
because the zero starting point is arbitrary, but taking differences in these time readings can tell us
how long an object blocked the beam as it was passing through.
You can connect a photogate to any of the four digital channels of the SW 750 interface and they
will work just the same.

Smart pulley (digital)
The Smart Pulley is just a photogate in conjunction with a pulley, thus it is plugged into one of the
digital inputs like a photogate. As the pulley turns, the spokes of the pulley successively block and
unblock the light beam from the photogate. The Smart Pulley can be used much like the Rotary
Motion Sensor, but with one serious limitation. The Smart Pulley has no way of determining which
direction the pulley is rotating, so distances are always considered to be positive. If the motion that
we want to monitor only occurs in one direction, this limitation poses no problems. The software
knows the circumference of the pulley and can compute position, velocity, and acceleration as a
string passes over the pulley and turns it. Angular quantities can also be measured. In the sensor
properties window for the smart pulley you can choose which measurements you wish to make.
Then these quantities can be graphed, displayed in a table, or whatever.
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Force sensor (analog)

The “Force Sensor” [not “Force Sensor (student)”] must be plugged into one of the analog Channels, A, B, or C. In the “Experiment Setup” window click on one of the analog channels outlined in
yellow to display a list of analog sensors, and choose the “Force Sensor.” The default measurement
of the sensor is force in newtons. The data from the sensor is usually most useful when shown in
a table. In the sensor properties window you can change the “sampling rate,” that is, how often
the computer reads the output of the force sensor. The default sampling rate is 10 Hz, or 10 times
a second. For some applications, this can be reduced to 1 Hz, or one reading each second. It is
necessary to “zero” the sensor by pushing the small tare button located on the side of the sensor.
This is exactly analogous to zeroing an electronic balance before weighing something. It is good
practice to make sure that the force sensor reading is really zero after pushing the tare button by
clicking the “Start” button and looking at the resulting data table. You will notice that the force
value is not exactly zero, but varies a bit. This is normal. These variations will also be present
if a mass is suspended from the sensor. So, what is the “real” value of the force? Answering
this question will introduce you to some of the data analysis options available with the DataStudio
software.
If we measure something multiple times but get slightly different answers each time, then the
average value or “mean” value comes to mind as the “best value.” When using a mean value, it is
important that each time the measurement is made nothing significantly changes. In other words
the conditions under which the measurements are made must remain essentially unchanged. As
long as the hanging mass is not swinging or something, the conditions are unchanged. One question
remains, how precise is the mean value that we have? That is, how large are the variations from
the mean value? Statistically speaking, the “standard deviation of the mean” is a measure of this
variation. You can read more about how these quantities are defined and used in the “Uncertainty
Analysis Using DataStudio” section earlier in this document.
The standard deviation of the mean is a useful estimate of the uncertainty of the average value of
x. Throughout this course the standard deviation of the mean will play this role, and you will have
occasion to use it again and again. On the toolbar in the Table window, look for the Greek symbol
Σ that is the icon used for statistics by the software. Clicking on the down arrow just to the right
of the Σ opens a drop-down menu that includes mean and standard deviation. Clicking on each
one causes it to be displayed at the bottom of the table for your data. If you need to display more
digits for the mean value and standard deviation to minimize round-off errors, you can increase the
number of digits displayed by clicking on the down arrow of the right-most icon of the toolbar at
the top of the Table window and clicking on “increase precision.” This procedure adds one more
digit to the right of the decimal point in all the columns displayed. Repeat the procedure to add
more digits to the right of the decimal. A “decrease precision” option is also available if necessary.
To calculate the standard deviation of the mean from the standard deviation, divide the standard
deviation by the square root of N , the number of measurements. DataStudio will display N if you
also select the “Count” function under the Σ menu.
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Voltage sensor (analog)
The Voltage Sensor is simply two wires with a special plug that connects from the circuit of interest
to one of the analog Channels A, B, or C of the SW750 interface. The interface then serves as a
voltmeter. The voltage can then be observed using various displays. If the voltage remains constant
with time, using the “meter,” “digits,” or “table” display may serve you well. For voltages that vary
with time the “graph” or “scope” display may be more useful. The “graph” display is often best for
a one-time event where the voltage varies with time. For repetitive voltage signals, that is, those
that repeat in time, the “scope” display is very useful.

Geiger counter (digital)
The Geiger Counter is useful for detecting certain types of radiation, including beta particles and
gamma rays. An AC line cord must be connected to a regular electrical outlet to run the electronics inside the device. Then the other connecting cable is inserted into one of the digital input
channels.
The device can be controlled to count for a specified length of time, then record the number of
counts, then repeat the process for as many times as you like, before stopping. The sampling rate
adjusts the length of time for each individual counting period. The “Sampling Options” on the
toolbar at the top of the Geiger counter setup window allow you to set a total length of time after
which it takes no more data. Of course, the total time must be longer than the sampling time for
this to work correctly.
The resulting data is often displayed in the form of a histogram or table. Drag and drop “Geiger
counts” from the data list down to the display of your choice.

Excel Spreadsheets and Graphs
Spreadsheets are useful for making tables and graphs and for doing repeated calculations on a set
of data. A blank spreadsheet consists of a number of cells (just blank spaces surrounded by lines
to make a little “box”). The cell rows are labeled with numbers while the columns are labeled with
letters of the alphabet. Thus Cell A6 is the “box” in Row 6 of Column A, which is the first column.
Text, numbers, and formulas of various kinds can be entered in each cell.

Tables
Making a table of, say, the force exerted by a spring as its length is changed requires entering the
force values in the cells of one column and the length values in the corresponding rows of an adjacent column. Adding some explanatory text in the cells above each column can complete the table.
It is sometimes useful or necessary to adjust row heights and/or column widths to accommodate
more or less “stuff” in the cells. Clicking on “Help” in the main toolbar at the top of the screen
opens a small window where you can type in your question. In this case type in the words “column
width” (without the quotation marks) and click on “Search.” Several options will be displayed,
including “Changing column width and row height.” Click on it and get detailed instructions how
to make the desired changes. Don’t be afraid to use the help screens in Excel. Most of the time
you can find answers to your questions fairly quickly.

Graphs
To make a graph in Excel, first select the data to be graphed by clicking on the upper-left cell of
the x-data and dragging the cursor down to the lower-right cell of the y-data. A box should appear
around your data and the selected cells will change color. Then select the Insert tab on the main
toolbar, click on the Scatter icon, and select the ’“Scatter with Only Markers” icon from the pull
down menu that appears. This icon appears first in the list and shows dots for data points, with no
lines joining them. This choice is almost always the best choice for the graphs we make in lab.
A graph of the data should appear on the worksheet. In addition, the “Chart Tools” ribbon should
appear in the main toolbar. (If your x-values are not adjacent to your y-values, you will need to use
the “Select Data” option to add data points to your blank graph. This option appears in the “Chart
Tools” ribbon after clicking on the graph.)
If you do something unwanted, immediately stop the operation and click on “Undo” icon near the
top-left corner of the Excel window. This icon is a blue arrow that curves to the left. Usually you
can escape your predicament and try again.
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Now you can add a descriptive title (“Graph 1” or “Exercise 1” is not sufficiently descriptive)
to the graph and label the quantities (with their units!) plotted on the horizontal and vertical axes.
Clicking on the “Layout” tab in the Chart Tools ribbon at the top of the Excel window will bring up
icons labeled “Chart Title” and “Axis Labels”, among others. For the chart title, select the “Above
Chart” option. A text box for the title will appear. Move your cursor to the text box and type your
title. To label the horizontal axis, move your cursor to the “Axis Labels” icon and choose the “Title
Below Axis” option for the “Primary Horizontal Axis Title”. To label the vertical axis, choose the
“Rotated Title” option for the “Primary Vertical Axis Title.” In each case, a text box will appear
in which you can type the axis label with units. For instance, if a cart velocity is plotted along
the y-axis, you would want a label like “Velocity (m/s)”. The velocity units should be indicated
parentheses after the main label.
You may wish to add other features to your graph, such as legends, gridlines, best-fit curves to
match the plotted data, different axis labels, etc. Even the size and aspect ratio of the graph
can be changed. Some of these options appear when you right-click on an axis. Others can be
accessed from icons under the Design, Layout, and Format tabs in the Chart Tools ribbon. Your
best approach is to do some exploring. Only a few of the options will likely be useful to you on a
regular basis, but you need to find where they are.
When you print a graph, don’t print the whole spreadsheet. Move the cursor over the graph and
click it to highlight the graph. Then using the “Print” command in the drop-down menu under the
“File” tab on the main toolbar will print just the graph. Selecting “Landscape Orientation” under
“Settings” will make the graph as large as possible while still fitting on one page. Graphs printed
for you lab notes should be printed in the landscape orientation. Excel will display a preview that
shows exactly how the graph will appear on the paper when it is printed. Make any necessary
adjustments, then print the graph by clicking on the printer icon in the top-left hand corner of the
print window.

Making calculations on a set of data
For example let us say that you have data values in Cells A1 and B1 and you wish to take the
product of these two numbers and put the result in Cell C1. In Cell C1 type =A1*B1 (the * symbol
indicates multiplication). The “equal” sign tells Excel that a formula is to follow. When you hit
“enter,” the calculation will be performed and the product displayed in Cell C1. The formula for
calculating the number in the cell is still present but hidden behind the number in a sense. If you
now change the number in Cell A1, as soon as you enter it, the number in Cell C1 will also change
as it re-computes the product with the new number. Suppose that we have one set of numbers in
Column A, Rows 1–10, another set of numbers in Column B, Rows 1–10, and that we want to
calculate the following products, A1*B1, A2*B2, ..., A10*B10. After typing the product formula
into Cell C1, we can click on Cell C1, making a dark outline appear around it. Move the cursor to
the bottom right corner of Cell C1 until the cursor morphs into a little + sign. Click and drag down
to Cell C10 copying the product formula to successive cells along the way. When you release the
click button, the desired products should be displayed in Column C, Rows 1–10.
The symbols used for various mathematical functions are:
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* = multiplication / = divide
+ = addition
- = subtraction
ˆ = powers (need not be integer values)
Use parentheses to make it perfectly clear to Excel what you want to do. The formula =A1+B1/
C1 is computed as =A1+(B1/C1). If you wish to sum A1 and B1, then divide by C1, you need to
write it as =(A1+B1)/C1. The operations of multiplying, dividing, and taking powers are done first
before adding and subtracting.
Some other useful functions in Excel are:
SUM(A1:A12) = sums the numbers in Cells A1–A12.
AVERAGE(A1:A12) = calculates the average (mean) of the numbers in Cells A1–A12.
STDEV(A1:A12) = calculates the standard deviation, σ(x), of the numbers in Cells A1–A12.
SIN(A3) = assumes that A3 is in radians and calculates the sine of the angle.
COS(A3) = assumes that A3 is in radians and calculates the cosine of the angle.
TAN(A3) = assumes that A3 is in radians and calculates the tangent of the angle.
ASIN(A6) = calculates the angle in radians whose sine is the number in Cell A6.
ACOS(A6) = calculates the angle in radians whose cosine is the number in Cell A6.
ATAN(A6) = calculates the angle in radians whose tangent is the number in Cell A6.
SQRT(A11) = square root of the number in A11.
LN(A7) = natural logarithm of the number in A7.
Note: These functions must be preceded by the “equal” sign in order to be treated as a formula
and do a calculation. For example, =SQRT(B9) typed into Cell C12 will calculate the square root
of the number in cell B9 and record it in Cell C12. If the functions are part of a more complicated
formula, then only the leading “equal” sign is required. For example, =A2+SIN(A4) typed in Cell
B8 will add the number in Cell A2 and the sine of the number in Cell A4 and record it in Cell
B8.

Fitting data with straight lines–only if the data are linear!
Often in physics the dependence of one variable on another is characterized by a linear relationship,
meaning that the variables are related to one another through the equation of a straight line of the
form y = mx+b, with m being the slope and b the y-intercept of the graph. The slope and intercept
often can be quantities of interest. When several data points, (x, y), are related linearly, how can
we calculate the best values of the slope and intercept of the relationship? “Least squares” methods
minimize the sum of the squares of the deviations of the fitted line from each of the data points and
thus give the “best” values for the slope and intercept of the line.
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Excel is capable of doing these kinds of fits quite easily. If you have a graph that appears to be
quite linear and thus suitable for fitting with a straight line, you can add a “Trendline” to the graph
by moving the cursor over the symbol for one data point on the graph and right clicking on it. A
drop-down menu should appear with “Add Trendline” as one of the options. Click on it and choose
“Linear”. In the same small window click on the “Options” tab near the top and mark the little box
for “Display equation on chart.” Clicking on “OK” will display the “best-fit” line on the graph and
give the equation of the line as well on the graph. You can move the equation with your cursor by
clicking and dragging if it obscures some of the data points. You can also add or subtract digits of
precision to the numbers given for the slope and intercept by right clicking on the equation after
highlighting it with the cursor. In spite of its applications in other disciplines, the R or R-squared
value is seldom useful in the physical sciences and should not be displayed on the graph.
Finding the “standard error” (basically the standard deviation of the mean) for the slope and intercept values, respectively, is also important, because it gives information regarding how precisely
we know the slope and intercept values. Excel can do this using the more advanced Regression
feature of least-squares fitting. (In OpenOffice and LibreOffice, the LINEST function performs the
same regression.) In Excel, the following steps are required:
1. Click on the “Data” tab in the Chart Tools ribbon and click on the “Data Analysis” icon in
the “Analysis” group on the right.
2. In the pull-down menu that appears, scroll down to the “Regression” option and click on it
to highlight it. After choosing OK, the Regression window should appear.
3. To input the y-values in the first blank text box, move the cursor to the box and click in it.
Now move the cursor to the top of the y-data column in your spreadsheet and click and drag
down to select the whole set of y-values. The corresponding cell numbers should appear in
the y-value box in the Regression window. Now move the cursor to the box for inputting
the x-values in the Regression window. Click and drag over the column of x-values in
your spreadsheet and these cell numbers should appear in the x-value box in the Regression
window.
4. In the Regression window under “Output options” mark the circle for “Output range.” Move
the cursor into the blank space just to the right of “Output range” and click it.
5. Now move the cursor to an empty cell in the leftmost column of your spreadsheet near the
bottom and click it. The corresponding cell number will appear in the box. This tells Excel
where to put the results of the regression analysis.
6. Now you are ready to click OK in the Regression window. Excel will do the appropriate
calculations and display them below and to the right of the cell that you chose for the Output
range. The values of interest are displayed in the lower-left corner of the stuff displayed,
just to the right of labels, “Intercept” and “X Variable.” The first column to the right of the
word “Intercept” shows the value of the y-intercept. This value should equal the value in
the trendline equation on the graph—a nice check! The next column to the right shows the
“standard error”, or uncertainty of the intercept value. In other words, the intercept will have
a plus/minus uncertainty given by this standard error. Similarly the first column to the right
of “X Variable” shows the value of the slope (which should equal the slope in the trendline
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equation) and the next column shows the plus/minus uncertainty of the slope value. How
does Excel get from X Variable to slope? If you look carefully at the regression output,
Excel is calling “slope” the Òcoefficient of the X Variable, which is true in the equation of a
straight line. A little awkward, but it works.
It is important to avoid fitting a straight line to data that is definitely curved. In this case, your eye
is telling you that your model does not fit the data. Such fits are misleading at best. It is often
acceptable to select part of your data that does appear to lie on a straight line and fit those points
to a straight line.
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Formal Lab Report Instructions
The following eight pages of instructions are formatted like your formal lab report. The format is
deliberately plain to the point of being ugly. Reports generally undergo substantial revision after
submission and before approval no matter where you work. The double spaced text allows room
for edits. A uniform, plain look encourages the editor to focus on the presented information and
logic. It is also designed to fit smoothly into the institution’s publishing workflow.
If you intend to include your report in your Junior Writing Portfolio, please follow the instructions
with care. Avoid copying fragments of text from the lab manual or other sources—especially
material from the goals and introduction sections. Those who evaluate the physics submissions
often have experience as physics teaching assistants, and are likely to identify the material as
plagiarized.
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Authors names here. You will be the first author, with your lab partner’s name following.
Author address(es) here. Write your Course and Lab Section Numbers here in lieu of an address.

Put your abstract on the first page. Do not label it “Abstract.” It will be obvious that it is an
abstract. The abstract is a brief summary of your report, including your results and conclusions.
Normally, the length of your abstract should be about 5% the length of your report. Your abstract
should make it implicitly clear what your report includes and what it omits. By implicit, I mean
that you don’t say, “This report includes x and omits y.” You don’t even say that it is a report. A
good summary of your results and conclusions will do the job implicitly. Readers use these
summaries to decide whether to read your report. If they notice discrepancies between your
abstract and what actually appears in your report, they feel cheated.

1. Introduction

What to include in the introduction. Like the abstract, your introduction should
describe the subject of your paper. An introduction is longer than an abstract, so the subject is
described in more detail. One includes the purpose of the experiment and describes its scope. For
instance, you will often specify which parameters were explored and how much they were
varied. Any background information that the reader needs to understand the rest of your
introduction is also included. For the purposes of this exercise, assume that your reader is an
introductory physics student like yourself who has not performed this particular experiment.
The introduction is usually written after the main body of your report is complete.
Paradoxically, it is seldom clear exactly what you are going to write until you actually write it.
Characteristics of good technical writing.1 Good technical English is unified, coherent,
clear and concise. Unity is achieved by enforcing a theme to the paper as a whole. Subjects that
are not encompassed by the theme should be left out. The choice of theme is critical to the
success of the writing operation. The theme is not stated explicitly. (Don’t write, “The theme of
this paper is…”) The abstract of the work should make it clear what belongs in the report and
what does not. A good abstract helps the author maintain unity. Ideally, your theme should
include everything you intend to write and exclude everything else. After writing the abstract,
you may decide to add or delete material as appropriate to make the report a unified whole.
Coherence is achieved by providing logical transitions between the parts of your paper.
The order of topics in your paper has a major effect on coherence. If you find yourself repeating
ideas in different parts of the paper, you may have failed to order your topics appropriately.
Cause and effect is a major part of technical writing. Be sure you state cause and effect relationships clearly.
Clarity is achieved by removing potential sources of ambiguity. Avoid text that can be
interpreted inappropriately. In general, your statements should be as specific as possible. The

goal is to communicate as much information as possible. Do not hide information that should be
available to the reader.
Conciseness is generally achieved by good editing. All other things being equal, you
should use as few words as necessary to communicate what you have to say. Sentences that start
with “There are” or “It is” can often be shortened by making an appropriate noun the subject of
the sentence. This often resolves unintended ambiguities as to what “it” refers to. Verbs and
adjectives with more specific meanings can shorten sentences and improve readability. Active
verbs are better than passive verbs unless they shift your focus inappropriately. Your report is not
about you. Similarly, do not write about your report in your report. Focus on your subject.
Formatting technical reports is mostly a matter of achieving conformity. Creative formats
are not rewarded. (The nail that sticks up gets beaten down.) Your reader must focus on the
content of your work, not the details of presentation. Any deviation from standard formatting
must be well justified as an improvement (more clear, more concise, etc.). Although these
standards are to a large degree arbitrary, many are related to the need for good-looking copy
when reproduced. For the purposes of this assignment, the formatting requirements will follow
those of the American Institute of Physics.2
With the exception of figures and equations, this assignment must be printed from a word
processor. Use a 12 point serif font, preferably Times. (A point is about 1/72 of an inch. In this
context, the font size refers to the intended spacing between single-spaced lines, not the size of
the letters themselves.) Set the line spacing to exactly 24 points (not double-spaced), with no
extra space before or after paragraphs. (Exceptions include lines with equations or figures, which
often need more room. These usually need to be single-spaced, that is, with a line space of “at
least 12 points”. Lines with equations and figures should be the only lines in your paper that are
single-spaced.) Use one-inch margins on all four sides of the paper. For regular paragraphs,
justify the text along both left and right margins. The first line of every paragraph should be
indented 0.5 inches. Disable automatic formatting options like “format the next paragraph like

the one before it.” They often cause formatting faults and complicate inserting equations and
figures.
Use a spell checker, but keep a dictionary at hand for unusual words.

2. Experiment

Title this section Experiment, not Experimental. Titles normally function as nouns, and
“Experimental” is not appropriate in this role. Put an extra line break (24 point) before and after
numbered headings (as well as figures and equations).
What to include in the experiment section. The experiment section should not include
all the procedures that appear in your lab notes. Assume that your reader is familiar with the
equipment. Omit most of the information that would normally be found in equipment manuals.
Do include the manufacturer’s name and model numbers of any equipment with special features
that might not be easily duplicated. Also include any details that might be necessary to the
replication of the experiment but would not be clear from reading the manuals. For instance, it is
often important to include sample rates for data collection, but not important to specify the units
employed when acquiring data.
The experiment section is not the best place to describe some experimental details.
Details that apply to only one section of the results can (and usually should) be included in the
appropriate part of the results section. This reduces the strain on the reader’s memory and
eliminates the temptation to repeat these details unnecessarily. Details that apply to more than
one section of the results are generally included in an experiment section. The goal is to avoid
repetition, not to collect all the experimental details in one place.
Equations and math. Any equations in your paper should be numbered in sequence on
the right hand margin. The number should be in parentheses. Position the equation itself near the
middle of the page (left and right). In a word processor, this is achieved by right-justifying the
line to position the equation number [(1), (2), etc.] on the right hand margin, then inserting tabs

to center the equation. Equations are normally type-set using an equation editor. If necessary,
hand-write your equations. Computer type-set equations must generally be inserted into lines that
are single-spaced. For instance, the magnitude of the gravitational force of the earth on the moon,

FEonM , can be calculated using the equation:3

FEonM =

GmE mM
2
REM

,

(1)

where G is the Universal Gravitational Constant (6.67 × 10–11 N-m2/kg2), mE is the mass of the
earth (5.97 × 1024 kg), mM is the mass of the moon (7.35 × 1022 kg), and REM is the distance
between the earth and the moon (average 3.84 × 108 m).4 In text, symbols for variables and
constants are italicized. If experimental uncertainties are available, specify them as well (for
example, 1.01 ± 0.01 g).
All mathematical variables must be defined in the text immediately before or after the
first time they are used, except for numbers like π and e. (Similarly, acronyms must be defined
the first time they are used.) If you define a variable in Equation (1), and the same variable is
used in Equation (2), use the same symbol in both equations and define this variable only once,
with Equation (1). In the text that follows an equation, refer to it as Equation (1) or Equation (2),
etc. Equation can be abbreviated “Eq.”, except at the beginning of a sentence. Do not abbreviate
the first word of a sentence. The first word of each sentence should be completely spelled out.

3. Results and Discussion

Descriptive titles. Papers of modest length do not need numbered subsections. Subheadings are useful. Mark a new subsection by placing a bold title at the beginning of the first
paragraph of that section. Do not include the exercise number. Readers quickly loose count.

Short descriptive titles are a great help. When sections become longer than a few double-spaced
pages, numbered subsections are appropriate.
For emphasis, use italic, not bold or underlined characters.
What to include in the Results and Discussion section. The general principle is to
include all the data needed to support your conclusions, with enough discussion to convince the
reader of the truth of your conclusions. If some of your data can be interpreted in more than one
way, for instance, you will want to present data and/or explanations that support your interpretation. Although we must structure the labs so that they make maximum use of your data to teach
physics, your report should be more focused. Everything needed to support your conclusions
must be included, and everything that is not related to those conclusions must be excluded. A
great deal depends upon what you choose to conclude. Conclusions that are overly broad or too
narrow can ruin your entire report. Consider your conclusions carefully.
Unless each data point is of special interest to the reader, tables of data are generally
inappropriate. (Data tables are important in your lab notes.) If you need to display your data, use
a format that communicates not only the data, but any important relationships. In most cases,
figures are the best way to display data. If a table is necessary, they should be numbered with
Roman numerals (Table I, Table II, etc.) and provided with descriptive titles. Double lines run
across the top and bottom, and a single line separates the column headings from the data. No
other lines should appear. A properly formatted example appears below as Table I.
Table I. Power loss versus frequency.
Frequency (Hz) Power Loss (W)
10

0.24

100
1000

1.75
0.68

Figure formats. In your lab notes, your figures generally should be as large as possible.
You may, for instance, want to add handwritten notes or slope calculations. In a formal report,
you want them to fit comfortably with the text. Figures are normally less than 3.2 inches across,
including all labels. If a figure has many parts that can be arranged in two columns, you can
double the width. Large figures must fit on a single page with their captions while maintaining
the normal one-inch margins. In reports, titles are optional, but captions are mandatory. Figure
labels should normally use the same font as the text or a sans serif font like Arial. The figure and
caption must contain sufficient information so that the reader does not need to refer to the text to
understand what is being presented. Figure captions start with a phrase that serves as a title. This
introductory phrase is not a complete sentence. The text that follows consists of complete
sentences. Captions should not normally include a discussion of the data. The implications of
your data should appear in the text.
All figures must be described in the text. Figures must appear as soon as possible after
they are mentioned in the text. The word Figure may be abbreviated (Fig.) in the middle of a
sentence, but never at the beginning.
If possible, embed your figures as high resolution bitmap files—at least 300 dots per inch
(dpi). TIF files (Tagged Image Files) are compatible with many word processes. To ensure that
your graphics files are readable, all lines should be at least 1 point (about 0.014 inch) thick. The
smallest letter (including superscripts and subscripts) should be at least 1 mm high. This rules out
most superscript and subscript fonts unless you can manually control the size. Do not use open
symbols (○) for data points; always use closed symbols (●). Remove all grids and backgrounds.
(The background should be transparent.) Center your figure left and right on the page on a
single-spaced line. Not long ago, figures were traced by hand for publication. You may trace your
figures and label them neatly by hand, if the size requirements are met.

Fig. 1. Hanging mass required to move a pine block across a clean aluminum surface at a
constant velocity of 0.2–0.3 m/s as a function system mass (the sum of the mass of the
block and any added masses). The slope of the graph corresponds to the kinetic coefficient of friction.5

Discussion Section. Relatively short papers do not need a separate discussion section.
(Section 3 is then a “Results and Discussion” section, as above.) Otherwise, the third section is
titled “3. Results” and the fourth section is titled “4. Discussion.” In your report, a separate
discussion section is probably not warranted. Discuss your results as they are presented in the
results section.
Generally, it is inappropriate to answer questions for further discussion in a formal lab
report. Although these questions are designed to help you learn, your report must be more
focused. You should include everything necessary to support your conclusions and nothing more.
If the answers form a logical part of your report, and you have data to back them up, they are
probably appropriate. If this is true, it would be superfluous to have a subsection entitled,
“Questions for further discussion.” You would need to provide other, more descriptive, titles.
Traceability. As a rule, formal reports do not contain the details needed to fully verify
whether your conclusions are valid. The reader will assume a reasonable level of competence on

the part of the authors. If questions arise, the reader will need access to your lab notes. Do not
put anything in your report that is not supported in your lab notes. Your lab notes must in general
be recorded at the same time the work was performed. That is, notes about experiment details
must be made during the course of the experiment. Notes about data analysis must be made when
you analyze the data. Notes about conclusions should be made when you are prepared to
conclude. Notes made after the fact are not reliable records. Turn in your lab notes along with
your lab report. You teaching assistant should be able to support your conclusions from your
report’s Results and Discussion section, which in turn must be supported by the data in your lab
notes. This is called traceability.

4. Conclusion

Never conclude anything you don’t discuss. Do not discuss anything that does not relate
to your results. Raising new issues in the conclusion is a bad idea. Conclusions must be
supported by your work, not merely be related to it. Medical misinformation, for instance, is
often presented in conclusions that are not supported in the rest of the report.6 As noted above,
your conclusions determine what you choose to put in the rest of your report.
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